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Introduction 

The main objective of the SedAlp project is to develop tools and strategies 
for an integrated sediment management. To reach this ambitious goal, it is 
elementary to understand the behaviour and characteristics of sediment 
transport. The knowledge about this complex natural process is still limited, 
therefore field observations and data on sediment transport are needed. 
Work package 5 (WP5), with the title “Sediment transport monitoring”, 
basically aims on providing this data to expand the understanding of 
sediment transport, debris flows and wood transport. 

Throughout the whole Alpine Region, a lot of different monitoring methods in 
sediment transport are currently in use. The presented first SedAlp 
Milestone, with the title “Protocol for data collection method in sediment 
transport”, aims on ensuring the comparability of the collected monitoring 
data.  

Therefore, three standard protocols on bedload transport, debris flow and 
wood transport monitoring have been developed. These protocols are 
intended to describe the used monitoring technics and data processing 
methods. Furthermore, the protocols work also as guidelines to assist in 
choosing the appropriate monitoring method for supporting prospective 
monitoring efforts. 
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1 Introduction 

The movement of sediment particles on or close to the riverbed by rolling, 
sliding or saltation is called bedload transport. Field-derived knowledge 
data of bedload transport is required to adequately plan flood protection 
and torrent control systems, waterway management and in general river 
engineering works. Furthermore, quantification of bedload transport is 
needed for issues concerning ecosystem dynamics and hydropower 
management. From relatively low to flood flows, bedload transport features 
a dramatic spatio-temporal variability and a fairly stochastic behaviour 
(Habersack et al., 2008). Therefore, field measurements are essential to 
select, apply and calibrate bedload transport formulas and numerical 
models. Nonetheless, measuring bedload transport in natural rivers is still a 
challenging task. 
Several different methods are currently used for bedload monitoring 
worldwide. They all have advantages and disadvantages, thus in many 
instances it is recommended to combine different methods to achieve the 
desired goals. The integrative monitoring system presented in Habersack et 
al (2013, in prep.) shows an example in the use of complementary bedload 
monitoring methods.  
The following protocol will give an overview about the different bedload 
monitoring methods, with more details on those deployed within the Project 
SedAlp. Furthermore, it should assist in choosing the appropriate 
monitoring method for questions related to the quantification of bedload 
transport.  
 
Bedload monitoring methods can be divided into two groups: 

• Direct methods 
o Suspended basket samplers  
o Bunte traps 
o Slot traps/samplers  
o Monitored retention basins   

 
• indirect methods 

o Passive acoustics (geophone plates, Japanese acoustic pipe, 
hydrophones) 

o Active acoustic (ADCP) 
o Tracers (painted, magnetic, PITs…) 
o Topographic/geomorphological (repeated laser scanning or 

photogrammetry, scour chains…) 
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2 Bedload Monitoring Methods  

Table 1 gives an overview over the main parameters of interest in bedload 
transport and monitoring methods.  
Table 1 Main parameters and monitoring methods 

Specific bedload rate [kg m-1s-1] 

Basket sampler (cross-Section wise measurement, repeated 
measurement), Bedload trap 

 

Bedload rate [kg s-1] 

Basket sampler (cross-Section wise measurement) 
 

 

Bedload yield [kg] 

Basket sampler (cross-section wise measurement) 
 

 

Spatial variability of bedload transport  

Basket sampler (cross-Section wise measurement), geophone 
plates, Acoustic pipe sensor  

Temporal variability of bedload transport  

Basket sampler (interval measurement), geophone plates, 
Acoustic pipe sensor  

Initiation of motion [m;m3s-1;Nm-2] 

Basket sampler (repeated measurement), Bedload trap, 
geophone plates, Acoustic pipe sensor, Tracers  

Grain size distribution (sieving required)  

Basket sampler, Bedload trap 
 

Transport path, Transport velocity [m; m s-1] 

Tracers 
 

variation of sediment storage [m; m³] 

Scour chains, Terrestrial Laser scanning, Aerial Imagery 
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2.1 Mobile Basket sampler  

Bedload measurements with basket samplers are one of the oldest and 
most common methods of bedload monitoring (Mühlhofer, 1933; Helley 
and Smith, 1971).  
The concept of basket sampler measurements is relatively simple. A net is 
fixed on a rectangular metal frame and lowered to the river bed. Bedload 
material which passes through the frame gets captured in the net. The 
minimum sediment size which can be sampled is defined by the size of the 
net holes. The maximum sediment size is limited by the intake width of the 
sampler. After sampling, the sampled bedload material is dried, weighted 
and sieved. With the known measuring time and the intake width, the 
specific (i.e., per unit channel width) bedload transport rate can be 
calculated.  
Different river types require different basket samplers due to their 
characteristic sediment size, transport intensity and hydraulic conditions. 
Important aspects in the use of basket sampler are the hydraulic efficiency 
(back pressure) and possible errors arising from an imperfect use of the 
basket (over- and under-sampling). Over time several different basket 
samplers have been developed. Scientific publications are treating topics 
like, the calibration of bedload samplers, sources of error and their effects 
of the achieved results and analyses of caught bedload material texture 
(e.g. Emmett, 1980; Gaudet et al., 1994; Vericat et al., 2006; Habersack & 
Laronne, 2001). 
 

2.1.1 Large Helley-Smith sampler (LHS)  

One of the most commonly used basket samplers is the Large Helley Smith 
(LHS) sampler presented by Helley and Smith (1971). It is a pressure 
difference sampler with an intake width of 0.152 m x 0.152 m. Different 
mesh sizes of sampler nets are adopted (0.25 mm, 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm…) 
depending on the sampling objective and river type. Sources of error and 
their effects of the achieved results in the use of LHS basket sampler can 
be found in Vericat et al. (2006). 
The LHS basket sampler is lowered to the riverbed with a crane (mounted 
on a trailer or truck), a river cableway or held directly by hand if wading is 
possible (small streams). Figure 1 and Figure 2 show some examples of the 
handling of the LHS basket sampler in Dellach/Drau in Austria.  
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Figure 1 Trailer with crane and LHS basket 
sampler, Dellach/Drau (Aigner, 2013) 

 
Figure 2 LHS basket sampler, Dellach/Drau 
(Aigner, 2012) 

2.1.2 TIWAG sampler  

The TIWAG basket sampler (Figure 3) was constructed by the Austrian 
Hydropower company TIWAG for bedload transport measurements in 
Mountain Rivers. The intake width is 0.5 m x 0.5 m, the metal grid which 
captures the bedload has a mesh size of 8 mm. The relatively large mesh 
size is necessary to assure the hydraulic efficiency. 
A metal pillar defines the exact position of the bedload measurement. 
During measurements, the sampler is inserted into the metal pillar by a 
mobile crane and lowered to the riverbed (Figure 4). With this method only 
interval measurements of bedload transport can be undertaken. When the 
sampler is positioned behind a geophone plate, the latter can be accurately 
calibrated.  
 

 
Figure 3 TIWAG basket sampler behind 
plate geophones, Lienz/Isel, Austria (Seitz, 
2009) 

 
Figure 4 TIWAG sampler lowered by 
crane Lienz/Isel, Austria (Seitz, 2009) 
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2.1.3 Vent sampler  

The Vent basket sampler (Figure 6) was constructed by BOKU (Vienna) and 
can be seen as a crane-suspended Bunte trap (see 2.1.6) having different 
dimensions. It was built for bedload measurements in mountain streams 
with intense bedload transport (Habersack et al., 2012). The sampler 
consists of three parts: a rectangular steel-frame (0.44 m x 0.26 m), a 
sampler bag with a mesh size of 3.5 mm x 6.5 mm and a vertical steel bar. 
The steel bar is attached, so that the frame can turn into the flow self-
adjusting based on the prevailing direction. The sampler can be mounted 
on a mobile crane at the shackle at the upper end of the steel bar. To 
prevent the sampler from moving downstream, two tether lines are fixed at 
the loops on the sides of the frame and on both riverbanks.  
 

 
Figure 5 Bedload measurement with the Vent 
basket sampler and a mobile crane, 
Vent/Rofenache (Aigner, 2012) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6 Vent basket sampler (Seitz, 
2010) 
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2.1.4 BUNTE traps  

“Bunte” traps are portable sampler developed to facilitate sampling 
irregular and infrequent gravel and small cobble over a wide range of 
transport rates in wadeable mountain streams (Bunte et al., 2004). The 
development was a joint effort between the Colorado State University 
(CSU), Engineering Research Center and the USDA Forest Service (FS), 
Stream System Technology Center.  
Original “Bunte” traps have a 0.3m x 0.2m aluminum frame as the sampler 
opening, allowing coarse gravel and small cobble particles to enter the 
trap. The frame has a trailing net with a 4 mm mesh that stores the 
collected gravel bedload. The net, typically about 1 m long, can be opened, 
emptied, and closed from the back. These traps are placed on ground 
plates anchored to the stream bottom with metal stakes. Adjustable nylon 
webbing straps are used to fasten the frame to the stakes. Ground plates 
prevent involuntary particle entrainment at the sampler entrance and 
ensure that all particles that have moved onto the ground plate will enter 
the trap (Bunte et al., 2007). Indeed, the correct positioning of ground 
plates is crucial in ensuring a good performance of these traps, making 
Bunte traps generally more reliable and accurate than Helley-Smith 
samplers (used without plates) in gravel bed rivers (Bunte et al., 2008). 

  
Figure 7 Sketch of a Bunte trap (from Bunte et al. 2007) 

 
The combination of large opening, large sampler capacity, installation on 
ground plates, and long sampling times are essential for obtaining 
representative samples of gravel and cobble bedload transport. Because 
these attributes are more typical of a trap than a sampler, the developers 
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used the term “bedload trap”, even though the device is not installed below 
the bed surface as the slot traps described in the following section. For 
detailed information on the construction and use of the “Bunte” traps, 
please refer to Bunte et al. (2007).  
 

  
Figure 8 Left: Bunte traps can be left unmanned in relatively slow flows (from Bunte et al., 
2007). Right:  in fast turbulent streams  the traps are ensured to be in perfect contact 
with the ground plate by keeping a foot on the upper side of the frame during the 
sampling time (Saldur River, Italy).   

 
Recently, Kociuba et al. (2012) developed a variation of the “Bunte” traps 
where multiple samplers can be operated by a single operator standing on 
a river bank. For more information on this “River bedload trap”, see 
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/EP2333161.html. Bunte traps have 
proven quite effective in determining bedload transport rates and sediment 
mobility up to bankfull conditions in wadable gravel- and cobble-bed 
streams (Bunte et al., 2004; Bunte et al., 2010; Dell’Agnese et al., 2012) 
as well as to calibrate an acoustic pipe sensor installed in a mountain river 
(Dell’Agnese et al., 2013). 
  

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/EP2333161.html
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2.1.5 Sampling procedures 

Cross-section measurements 
More bedload measurements across a river section are necessary both to 
gain information about the spatial variability of specific bedload transport 
rate (kg m s-1) and to calculate the total bedload transport rate (kg s-1) 
through a section. 
A river cross-section is divided into different verticals based on hydraulic 
and morphological considerations, which represent the locations where 
basket sampler is deployed on the bed.  
The number of measured verticals varies with river width. On one side, the 
more verticals are measured, the more accurate will be the calculated 
bedload transport and the better is the knowledge about the spatial 
variability of bedload transport. On the other hand, hydraulic conditions 
should not change during the measurement, which limits the number of 
verticals. Figure 9 shows an example of a cross section measurement at 
the Drau river in Dellach (Austria) undertaken with a Large Helley Smith 
basket sampler. To account for temporal variations in bedload transport 
three measurements per vertical are recommended (Habersack et al., 
2008). 

 
Figure 9 Cross section measurement with the Large Helley-Smith Sampler at Dellach/Drau 
(Habersack et al., 2008). 
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Repeated measurements 
As mentioned above,  bedload transport often shows a strong temporal 
variability even for constant hydraulic conditions. Repeated measurements 
at the same vertical are undertaken to capture and quantify such 
variability.  Therefore single basket sampler measurements are repeated at 
the same vertical over a long period of time. A possible outcome of interval 
measurements is presented in Figure 10 and shows the temporal variability 
at a given vertical at Dellach/Drau (Habersack et al., 2008).  
 

 
Figure 10 repeated measurement with the Large Helley-Smith Sampler at Dellach/Drau 
(Habersack et al., 2008). 
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2.2 Slot traps  

This direct bedload monitoring system permits continuous bedload 
measurements at predefined locations within a cross-section (Reid et al., 
1980; Habersack et al., 2010). The slot trap consists of a sample container, 
covered by a slotted plate and inserted in a formed (concrete) pit in the 
riverbed. To start bedload sampling the slot is opened (hydraulically via 
manual control or by hand), enabling bedload material to be trapped into 
the container. Load cells or a pressure pillow commence recording 
automatically the mass increase within the trap. To be able to analyse the 
trapped material a crane withdraws the filled container and places it on to 
the riverbank. The empty trap has to be reinserted into the riverbed for 
further measurements. 
Bedload traps enable continuous and automatic bedload transport 
measurements and achieve accurate and reliable results. Thereby, the 
method is applicable for all water stages, especially during floods, when 
other sampling methods are not operable anymore. Besides, it enables the 
determination of the complete grain size spectrum. The sampling durations 
depend on the intensity of bedload transport and is limited by the reservoir 
capacity of the trap. The measured mass increase by time enables the 
calculation of the specific bedload transport and further provides an 
excellent inside in the temporal variability of bedload transport process. 
Due to its fixed position in the cross-section, the gathered information is 
spatially limited. This limitation can be reduced by additional 
measurements with surrogate instruments like plate geophones. Bedload 
traps are well suited to calibrate the signal of surrogate instruments 
(geophone impulses). 
 
In situ and laboratory measurements have revealed that the trap has a 
high hydraulic efficiency. Habersack et al. (2001) have shown for a slot 
trap applied in the Drau River, that the hydraulic efficiency is almost one 
until a filling stage of 80 percent of the trap volume. 
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Figure 11 Maintenance work on bedload 
traps, Dellach/Drau (Aigner, 2012) 

 
Figure 12 removal of the sampling box, Maria 
Alm/Urslau (Kreisler, 2012) 

 

 
Figure 13 bedload monitoring station with bedload trap, Moulin catchment 
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2.3 Monitored Retention Basin  

Bedload monitoring stations built with a retention basin basically operates 
as a big trap able to retain all the sediment transported by a stream. Very 
few experimental monitoring stations of this kind are currently active in the 
Alps (Rio Cordon in the Italian Alps and Erlenbach in Swiss Alps) due to 
their high building costs and as well as the effort for their maintenance 
However, in the past, more stations have been realized in the Italian Alps 
(e.g. Missiaga and Rio Gallina creeks). 
Such stations can provide data on single events’ sediment volumes if these 
are surveyed only occasionally, i.e. after the occurrence of sediment 
transporting flows, or continuous bedload data (in conjunction with water 
discharge and possibly suspended transport concentration) when a direct 
system for measuring bedload transport rates is implemented. 
The Rio Cordon station, built in 1986 and managed by ARPAV (Veneto 
Region), works with the basic principle to record the separated 
accumulations of coarse and fine sediment over time by means of 
ultrasonic sensors (for the former) and pressure cells (for the latter). In 
order to do this, the Rio Cordon station is equipped with an inclined grid (2 
cm spacing) where the separation between coarse and fine sediments takes 
place, with a dry storage area for coarse sediment deposition a set of 
ultrasonic sensors to ensures a detailed recording of the deposited volume 
accumulation during a flood event and a pool where the sediment (and 
water) passing through the grid is deposited, monitored by pressure cells 
(Figure 14 and Figure 15). 
Suspended sediment concentration – beside water discharge – is also 
measured at the station. For a detailed discussion of pros and cons of the 
Rio Cordon station, as well as for a summary of the insights gained from its 
operation, see Mao et al (2010). 
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Figure 14 Plan view of the Cordon stream sediment measuring station provided with 
retention basins 
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Figure 15 Views of the Cordon stream measuring station: a) Downstream view of the 
bedload storage, the outlet flume and the two buildings hosting instrumentations and the 
emergency power system; b) Upstream view of the fine sediment settling basin; c) 
Downstream view of the separating grid, the bedload storage area and the cable frame 
which host the 24 ultrasonic sensors; d) Upstream view of the bedload storage area and 
the ultrasonic sensors; e) Downstream view of the inlet channel; f) Downstream view of 
the outlet channel with the Partech SDM-10 light absorption turbidimeter fixed under the 
bridge (from Mao et al., 2010) 

 
Simpler instrumentations and temporally-coarser volume assessment 
(event scale) were deployed in the Missiaga and Gallina retention basins. 
The experimental basins along the Valle della Gallina (North-western Italian 
Alps) is promoted and managed by CNR-IRPI, branch of Turin; the main 
stream is under observation since 1982 and is equipped with one in-
channel natural debris pool regularized into the bottom bedrock, in order to 
measure the delivered sediment volumes (Figure 16 a and b) (Maraga et 
al., 2011).  
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Figure 16 a - Gallina Valley monitoring station, managed by CNR – IRPI of Turin: sediment 
trapped volume in the debris pool; b - The sedimentary station during material removal 
and measurement (from www.irpi.to.cnr.it) 

The Missiaga catchment, located in the Dolomites (North-eastern Italian 
Alps), was studied by the CNR-IRPI of Padua from 1982 to 2001. A 
discharge gauge station was installed, in correspondence of an existing 
check and behind it a natural retention basin allowed the accumulation of 
the sediment bedload (Figure 17). After flood events with notable sediment 
transport, the stored volume was evaluated by topographic surveys of 
some fixed sections and then removed (Villi et al., 1985; Anselmo et al., 
1989). 

  
Figure 17 Missiaga stream monitoring station, managed by CNR – IRPI of Padua: 
discharge gauge station, active from 1983 to 2001, in correspondence on an existing 
check dam, and upstream retention basin. System now dismantled 

 
Mao et al (2009) analysed together bedload data from the Rio Cordon, 
Missiaga and Gallina stations. 
 

http://www.irpi.to.cnr.it/
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The Erlenbach catchment is located in the Alptal valley in the Pre-alps of 
central Switzerland (Hegg et al., 2006); in order to measure the total 
amount of sediment transported by the Erlenbach, a sediment retention 
basin with a capacity of about 2000 m3 was built in 1982 just downstream 
of the gauging station and actually managed by WSL (Figure 18) 
(Rickenmann et al., 2012). The bedload volume accumulated in the 
retention basin was measured using a graduated rod from a boat and since 
2006, with a tachymeter or a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS), after the 
water is drained through the bottom outlet from the basin. 
The measurement facility was enhanced by direct measurements made 
with: PBIS (piezoelectric bedload impact sensor), geophones and an 
innovative and unique moving basket system (Rickenmann et al., 2012; 
Figure 19). The basket system permit to obtain bedload samples over short 
sampling periods, measure the grain size distribution of the transported 
material and its variation over time and with discharge, obtain direct 
bedload measurements and improve the geophone calibration. For a more 
detailed discussion of the Erlenbach station see Rickenmann et al (2012). 
 

 
Figure 18 Retention basin of the Erlenbach, managed by WSL (from www.wsl.ch) 

 
Figure 19 Erlenbach catchment: overview of automated basket sampler system and the 
retention basin (from www.wsl.ch)  
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2.4 Geophone plates  

Geophone plates are a qualitative, indirect method for monitoring bedload 
transport. Geophones have its origin in seismic subsurface exploration and 
are basically constructed to detect vibrations.  
 
For bedload monitoring, geophones are typically mounted on 15 mm x 
360 mm x 500 mm big steel plates (Figure 20). The geophone devices 
(Figure 21) are installed bed parallel over a whole cross section of a river 
or torrent (Figure 22). During bedload transport, gravel moves over the 
steel plates and creates impact shocks. These vibrations are detected by 
the geophone. An analyzing software processes the raw data signal 
continuously and automatically. To reduce the immense amount of data, 
following parameters are computed and stored: impulses per minute 
(threshold value of 0.1 V), maximum amplitude per minute and cumulative 
integrals of the signal (Habersack et al., 2012). Geophone impulses are 
highly correlating with bedload transport for grain sizes D>20 mm 
(Rickenmann et.al, in prep.). For special purposes (e.g. parallel to direct 
bedload transport measurements) recording of parameters per seconds or 
raw data recording is possible.  
 
Geophone data, which is high in spatial and temporal resolution, provides 
permanent information about the distribution and intensity of bedload 
transport within the whole cross-section of a river. The geophone device 
enables continuous measurement even during high flow conditions.  
 

 
Figure 20 Geophone 
mounted on a steel plate 
(Seitz, 2007) 

 

 
Figure 21 Geophone device 
(Seitz, 2007) 

 
Figure 22 Geophon Installation 
Lienz/Drau (Aigner, 2011) 
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Following Parameters of the 10 kHz sensor signal are computed for every 
geophone: 
 
impulses per minute [Imp] - whenever the geophone signal exceeds a 

threshold value of 0.1 V, an impulse is recorded. Cumulative 
value 

maximum amplitude per minute [V] 
quadratic integral per minute [V² s] – sum of the squared amplitude 

values multiplied by 0.0001 seconds (based on sampling rate of 
10 kHz). Cumulative value 

 
Calibration of plate geophone systems is needed and can be reached with 
direct bedload transport measurements. Generally geophone impulses 
show a high correlation with bedload transport mass at a given site (e.g. 
Rickenmann et.al, in prep.). Therefore, a calibrated plate geophone system 
allows the calculation of bedload transport rates and yields.  
 
Overall, plate geophone systems are an appropriate monitoring device to 
collect a wide spectrum of information about bedload transport. The 
recorded geophone data can be used for analyzing: 

• temporal variability of bedload transport (Figure 23) 
• spatial variability of bedload transport (Figure 23) 
• initiation of bedload transport (initiation of motion) 
• bedload transport processes (e.g. amour layer effects, bedload input 

from tributaries,..) 
• calculation of bedload transport rates and yields (if geophones are 

calibrated) 

 
Figure 23 temporal and spatial variability of bedload transport, data collected with 
bedload plate geophones, Dellach/Drau (Aigner, 2012) 
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2.5 Japanese Pipe Hydrophone (Acoustic pipe sensor) 

The “pipe hydrophone” or “pipe geophone” (as named by his developers, 
Mizuyama et al., 2003) is a steel, air-filled pipe with a microphone inside 
which detects the acoustic vibrations induced by hitting particles. As it is 
not really either a hydrophone (i.e. it does not record the vibrations 
transmitted in the water medium) or a geophone (i.e. it does not record 
velocities of ground vibrations) a more adequate name is probably 
“acoustic pipe sensor”.   
Vibrations induced by moving particles hitting the pipe are amplified by a 
pre-amplifier and then transmitted to a converter, which, whenever a 
certain threshold is passed, generates a voltage processed through a 6-
channel band-path filter, where each channel features a gain of 4 relative 
to the previous channel (Mizuyama et al., 2010b, Figure 24).  

 
Figure 24 The acoustic pipe sensor (“pipe hydrophone” or “pipe geophone”) manufactured 
by Hydrotech Company (Japan). The half-buried pipe (a), the microphone inside (b), the 
preamplifier (c), and the converted (d). From Mizuyama et al. (2010b). 
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The converter signal is processed by a 8-channel interval timer attached to 
a data logger – both of them installed in a case on the river bank, where a 
solar panel and a battery supply the required power to the system. 
Impulses for each channel are recorded by the data logger at 1 min 
interval. 
Acoustic pipe sensors were originally developed and installed to integrate 
bedload motion (collisions) and thus transport rates (after calibration) 
through a stream cross-section, without information on the cross-wise 
variability in transport.  However, if several short pipes are deployed across 
a section, such spatial variability can be detected similarly (but not to the 
same extent) to geophone plates. 
 
Pipe sensors installed in Japan vary in length, from 0.3 m to several meters 
(as in Figure 24), but the shorter the pipe the easier is the calibration in 
the field by means of direct methods (traps or samplers). Factors 
influencing the calibration of the acoustic pipe have been investigated also 
in the lab (Mizuyama et al., 2010a). As for geophone plates, acoustic pipe 
require a stable cross-section (no erosion but also no aggradation) for their 
installation, and thus check-dams’ crest provide the best option in many 
mountain rivers (as in Figure 24). Acoustic pipes have proven robust 
enough to be deployed in rivers featuring transport of large cobbles and 
smal-sized boulders. 
As remarked by Mizuyama et al. (2010b), the performance of this system is 
acceptable for low bedload discharges as long as pulses are integrated over 
sufficiently long intervals and anyhow for grain sizes > 4 mm.  The 
performance is better for intermediate bedload rates, but for high bedload 
fluxes (as during floods) the outputs from the different channels have to be 
compared to ensure that signal damping does not occur. Finally, it is 
important to point out that the calibration relationship of acoustic pipes 
appears to be quite site-dependent and moreover susceptible to variations 
over time of the geometrical and hydraulic characteristics of the pipe-crest 
aera (e.g. due to concrete wearing).    

2.6 Tracers 

Sediment tracing represents an important methodology for bedload 
transport analysis, and over the last 50 years has led to significant 
advances in the understanding of the stochastic nature of bedload motion 
in gravel- and cobble-bed rivers. A bedload tracer is a sediment clast (from 
gravel to boulder size) made recognizable from the others - by different 
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methods as it will be explained below - which is followed in its displacement 
at different times and/or at different locations along the river channel. 
In particular, the use of tracers is highly valuable for the quantification of 
motion thresholds conditions (e.g. Wilcock, 1997; Lenzi et al., 2006) and 
travel distances (e.g., Hassan and Church, 1992; Lièbault et al., 2012) as a 
function of particle grain size and reach characteristics. Also, combined 
with scour chains (see Section 2.7.4), they provide a means for assessing 
time-integrated bedload transport rates (Haschenburger and Church, 1998; 
Wong et al., 2007; Liébault and Laronne, 2008).  
The first field studies deploying tracers in river channels date back to the 
1960s, with the use of painted tracers. Despite its simplicity, the use of 
painted particles whose positions is surveyed at different times – in 
particular before and after each competent flow – is still a valid tool 
especially in rivers where burial probability is low (e.g. Mao and Surian, 
2010). However, in studies with low recovery rates (in some cases < 30%) 
the statistical properties of travel distances may not be representative of 
actual bedload dispersion (Lièbault et al., 2012).  
 

 

Figure 25 Use of painted clasts in the Tagliamento River (from Mao and Surian, 2010) 

More sophisticated tracers – magnetic, radiotransmitters and 
electromagnetic – detectable also when buried have been developed and 
deployed during the last 20 years, leading to higher quality data (see 
Hassan and Ergenzinger, 2003; Habersack, 2001; Liedermann et al., 
2013). In particular, since the 2000s, RFID (i.e. radiofrequency 
identification) tagging technology - initially applied in commercial 
environmental research to animal tracking - has become very common to 
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track sediment particles in gravel- and cobble-bed rivers. RFID technology 
uses electromagnetic coupling to transmit an identifi cation code as ‘noise’ 
on a radio frequency signal. This code is unique to each tag, while the 
transmission frequency is shared.  
RFID tagging includes both, active and passive system. The former have 
their own battery (but at the moment with a duration limited to a few 
years), are relatively large (several centimeters in length) and quite 
expensive, but could potentially permit the detection of the tagged particles 
from relatively long distances (i.e. from river banks). In contrast, passive 
integrated transponders (PITs) are smaller (down to about 1 cm in length, 
few mm in diameter), long-lasting and cheap. However, their detection 
range is of the order of 0.5-1m (but depends on both PIT length and 
antenna diameter) as they do not have a battery and the antenna is the 
source of energy for them to send out their signal. For a recent review of 
tagging methods, the paper by MacVicar et al. (2011) is quite useful even 
though addresses specifically wood transport monitoring.  
PITs have been deployed in a variety of fluvial environments for bedload 
tracing. Early studies (Nichols, 2004; Lamarre et al., 2005) conducted in 
small streams gave recovery rates above 85%, whereas more recent 
studies in large gravel-bed rivers obtained lower recovery rates (Camenen 
et al., 2010; Lièbault et al., 2012). The lower recovery rates in larger and 
more mobile streams stem from the higher probability of tagged clasts 
burial by sediment lobes as well as by longer travel distances once tracers 
move in the main channel.  
PIT-tagged particles are either created by “molding” the clast itself around 
the transponders (Nichols, 2004) or by drilling a hole – in the lab or directly 
in the field – in natural clasts of different size (the minimum grain diameter 
is limited by PIT size and clast resistance) and then fixing with epoxy glue 
the PIT inside it (Lamarre et al., 2005; Lièbault et al., 2012). Once ready, 
PIT-tagged clasts are released in the river bed at different sections, 
possibly spanning different morphological units.  
Most typically, after a flow event potentially capable to transport the 
tagged clasts, their search is carried out locating them by a mobile antenna 
deployed by an operator scanning the river channel, preferably at low flows 
in wadable streams (Figure 20). Tagged clast location is then registered 
either by GPS or by traditional survey methods (range finder or total 
station plus stakes on banks). The travel distance of each clast is then 
computed from simple topographic calculations, and its virtual velocity (i.e. 
including resting times between motions) can also be determined when the 
travel time is estimated from an analysis of flow hydrographs 
(Haschenburger and Church, 1998). As mentioned above, coupling this 
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information with scour depth leads to an assessment of integrated bedload 
transport rates (see Section 2.7).  

 
Figure 26 Searching PIT-tagged clasts by a mobile antenna in the Strimm creek (Italy) 

More recently, stationary antennas stretched across the river bed (either 
buried within or suspended over the bed, Figure 26) have been installed in 
mountain rivers to detect the exact time (at 1s resolution) of tracers 
passage (Dell’Agnese et al., 2012). The use of multiple antennas along a 
river reach permit a much more reliable determination of clasts’ virtual 
velocity, along with an accurate assessment of incipient motion conditions 
when tagged clasts are placed in the near proximity of antennas. Of course, 
the highest information from PIT tags can be obtained combining stationary 
and mobile antennas in the same river reach. 

 
Figure 27 Stationary antennas in the Saldur 
River (Italy), installation of a buried 
antenna (later anchored by large rocks); 

 
Figure 28 Stationary antennas in the Saldur 
River (Italy), a suspended antenna. 
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2.7 Topographic/morphological methods  

Topographic methods are addressed here as methods that allow for a 
quantification of sediment budgets for river (and associated floodplain) 
reaches through repeated, using traditional (scour chains, levelling of cross 
and longitudinal profiles and surveys using total stations) and modern 
techniques (differential GNSS, LiDAR, UAV-based stereophotogrammetry). 
The latter group of methods enables the generation of high-resolution 
digital elevation models (DEMs); by calculating the local differences in two 
DEMs representing the surface, e.g. of a gravel bar, at different points in 
time, changes in surface elevation and in volume (scour-and-fill analysis) 
can be quantified. Therefore, these methods do not measure or monitor 
bedload transport rates but rather the changes in surface elevations and 
sediment storage caused by the latter over time. Sections 2.7.1-2.7.3 
focuses on the generation and morphometric analysis of DEMs generated 
from LiDAR surveys and photogrammetry.  

2.7.1 Terrestrial Laser scanning  

2.7.1.1 Introduction 

Laser scanners are capable of surveying between 10³ and 106 points per 
second from an airborne (airborne laser scanning, ALS) or fixed/tripod-
mounted (terrestrial laser scanning, TLS) platform. ALS accuracies are in 
the range of several centimetres in location and in the order of 10-20 cm in 
elevation (see e.g. Scheidl et al., 2008 and Hodgson and Bresnahan, 
2004). The comparatively large uncertainty is compensated, for most 
applications, by the large areal coverage of ALS surveys. TLS surveys 
generate very high point densities (10²-10³ points per square meter), and 
their accuracy is higher (in the order of several few cm in elevation, see 
e.g. Schürch et al., 2011); their areal coverage, however, is limited, unless 
multiple surveying stations or mobile platforms (cars, rail vehicles or boats, 
c.f. Hohenthal et al., 2011) are used; as ALS surveys are by far more 
expensive in terms of time and cost, TLS lends itself much better for local-
scale monitoring tasks, at a temporal resolution that is only limited by the 
time required for setting up the scanner (at multiple stations if need be) 
and the acquisition time. Modern terrestrial laserscanners can survey 
surfaces in several 10² up to 10³ meters of distance; the beam diameter 
on the target (“footprint”), however, increases at larger distances, which 
negatively affects spatial resolution and data quality; therefore, depending 
on the device, the distance between the station and the surfaces to be 
surveyed should be kept as small as possible (e.g. 100-200 m).  
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In geomorphology, the emergence of LiDAR applications led to the 
generation and analysis of DEMs of previously unknown spatial resolution. 
A recent paper by Hohenthal et al. (2011) reviews laser scanning 
applications in fluvial studies. For sediment management, LiDAR 
applications can be categorised in two groups:  

• First, the morphometric analysis of single DEMs on several spatial 
scales, for example the characterisation of substrate properties, 
roughness and on the plot and reach scale (Brasington et al., 2012, 
Hodge et al., 2009), and the characterisation of bedforms (Cavalli et 
al., 2008). 

• Second, the repeated acquisition of digital surface data and the 
comparison of land surfaces surveyed at different points in time. In 
fluvial geomorphology, TLS can be used to monitor morphodynamics 
on submeter to kilometre spatial scale, with a (sub-)daily to (multi-
)annual temporal resolution (Heritage and Hetherington, 2005, Milan 
et al., 2007, Heritage and Hetherington, 2007, Schürch et al., 2011). 
Heritage and Hetherington (2007) provide a comparison of field 
survey techniques with respect to accuracy and point spacing. 

In the following paragraphs, we concentrate on the application of TLS for 
morphometric and monitoring studies in fluvial environments, specifically 
for the quantification of changes in sediment storage (which is related to 
bedload transfer and sediment budgets). We describe the setup of the 
device, and the evaluation of results. The calculation of sediment budgets 
from multitemporal DEMs is described in section 2.7.3. 
 
2.7.1.2 Field site preparation and station set-up 
Multitemporal TLS surveys of a field site have to be carefully planned. 
Depending on the complexity of the surface, and the size and geometry of 
the unobstructed viewshed, one to several stations for the scanner have to 
be located. Several stations are recommended to avoid shadowing (causing 
“no data” patches in the resulting datasets), to optimise point densities 
within the area of interest, and to warrant favourable acquisition geometry. 
Flat angles of beam incidence should be avoided; hence, in a fluvial 
environment, elevated stations (e.g. on a terrace, on a neighbouring 
hillslope) should be given preference over stations on the floodplain. 
Heritage et al. (2009) give recommendations on the survey strategy in 
fluvial settings. 
During data processing, the overlapping point clouds from several scanner 
stations have to be combined to form a single point covering the whole 
area of interest. Notwithstanding software tools to co-register point clouds 
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acquired from multiple stations using iterative algorithms (Schürch et al., 
2011 report errors for point cloud matching between 2.9 and 6.1 cm), we 
recommend the installation of fixed reflector targets on stable objects or 
surfaces more or less evenly (i.e. across different distances, angles and 
elevations) across the area of interest. These are necessary as tie-points to 
facilitate, through resection, the accurate setup of the measurement device 
for future surveys, to accurately co-register point clouds from multiple 
stations, and to provide real-world coordinates for the point clouds. 
 
The timing of a TLS survey is important in fluvial environments: Current 
TLS devices frequently use near infrared lasers the pulses of which are 
absorbed by water; hence, submerged portions of the area of interest 
cannot be surveyed. Low water levels at the time of survey maximise the 
areal coverage of LiDAR data (Milan et al., 2007). The application of green 
wavelength lasers to bathymetric applications in fluvial settings is presently 
developing (Williams et al., 2012); where such devices are not available, 
immersed topography has to be surveyed with different methods (e.g. 
levelling of cross-profiles using total stations, surveying of the bedforms of 
wadeable channels using differential GNSS. 
 
2.7.1.3 Preprocessing of data and DEM generation 
The collected raw data are processed using (device-specific or generic) 
software packages for registration, blending and colouration of the point 
clouds. This includes manual and (semi-)automatic iterative filtering 
procedures to remove blunders (e.g. “flying points” caused by birds, insects 
etc) and to filter the point cloud in order to remove vegetation, making the 
initial DSM (digital surface model) a DTM (digital terrain model)(Meng et 
al., 2010, Sharma et al., 2010, Coveney and Stewart Fotheringham, 2011). 
Manual work on the point cloud can be a tedious procedure, but can hardly 
ever be avoided. For many applications, the point data will be converted to 
a raster format, which requires the use of gridding and interpolation 
algorithms, the choice of which affects the quality of the resulting raster 
DEM (Heritage et al., 2009, Bater and Coops, 2009, Erdogan, 2009). 

2.7.2 Drone-based aerial imagery 

Another recently emerging technology is the acquisition of digital aerial 
imagery from remote controlled unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), or drones 
(Mirijovsky, 2012, Hugenholtz et al., 2013). UAVs allow repeat surveys at 
small temporal scales and offer independence from the time frame of 
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official aerial survey campaigns. They exist in several designs; 
multicopters, for example, can stand still while airborne and are easily 
navigated manually, but are more suitable for small areas and complex 
conditions (e.g. starts and landings in forest clearings). Contrary, fast-
moving model aircraft rely on GNSS-controlled autopilot systems and are 
capable of covering larger areas. So-called blimps and other tethered aerial 
vehicles offer an alternative for image acquisition on the local scale (Vericat 
et al., 2009). 
For a successful image acquisition, ground-control targets (e.g. wooden or 
metal crosses painted with prominent colours, reflective targets on top of 
coloured foil patches) surveyed with differential GNSS are placed in the 
field, enabling the alignment of overlapping images and the ortho-
rectification procedure. GNSS-controlled UAVs allow for the planning of 
flight paths tailored to the area of interest and the required degree of 
overlap between images. 
After stereophotogrammetric analysis in specialised software packages, 
orthophotos and DEMs of very high resolution (for orthophotos, the 
resolution can be in the order of only few centimetres per pixel) are 
generated, even if the camera has not been calibrated (through the 
application of “structure-from-motion”, Westoby et al., 2012). The resulting 
orthophotos can be used for multitemporal mapping of channel planform 
change, the development of sediment storage, riparian landuse and 
vegetation, surface granulometry etc (e.g. Morche et al., 2008). Fonstad et 
al. (2013) report that the precision of UAV-based DEMs is comparable with 
ALS; similarly, their acquisition geometry makes them highly suitable for 
flat and moderately steep (but not near-vertical) terrain. Unlike ALS, where 
the laser beam occasionally reaches the ground even through dense 
vegetation canopies, the “virtual removal” of vegetation from 
stereophotogrammetric drone-based DEMs is hardly feasible. Therefore, the 
application of this technology appears to be currently restricted to 
unvegetated portions of study areas. 

2.7.3 Morphological sediment budgets from multitemporal digital 
elevation models 

General remarks: 
DEMs of difference (DoDs) generated from the cell-by-cell subtraction of 
two DEMs allow for the quantification of the magnitude and spatial 
distribution of surface changes between two surveys (James et al., 2012)  
and can also be used to quantify volumes of deposition and erosion 
(“scour-and-fill” analysis, e.g. Haas et al., 2012). In scour-and-fill analyses 
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based on raster DEMs, local differences in elevation [m] can be converted 
to eroded or deposited volume by multiplying with the raster cell size [m²]. 
Monitoring studies will mostly rely on repeat TLS studies, for reasons 
explained earlier, but there is also some potential in combining pre-event 
ALS-based DEMs and TLS surveys conducted after an event (Bremer and 
Sass, 2012). The former data are widely available, while the second are 
comparatively inexpensive and can be quickly arranged as occasion offers. 
For the balancing of erosion and deposition within river reaches, Lindsay 
and Ashmore (2002) describe the effect of survey frequency; they conclude 
that longer intervals between measurement cause a (negative) bias for 
scour, fill, and net balances, because erosion and deposition tend to 
compensate each other on longer time scales. This should be kept in mind 
when using multitemporal DEMs for the assessment of bedload transfer.  
 
Error assessment: 
For an error assessment of scour-and-fill analyses, two options are given 
here:  

• Repeat scans of a part of the area of interest conducted on the same 
date (and hence containing two point clouds from in fact unchanged 
terrain) allow for an error assessment of a single DEM. A DoD of the 
two DEMs is produced, the arithmetic mean (which should be zero) 
and the standard deviation σDEM are calculated, and the latter is used 
as a measure of uncertainty for a single DEM. For the error 
assessment of i) changes in surface elevation and ii) the 
eroded/deposited sediment volume, the uncertainty of each single 
DEM is propagated to the respective result (Lane et al., 2003). From 
the resulting σDoD, a “level of detection” (LoD) can be derived using 
probabilistic theory (e.g. LoD = 2σDoD), and differences below that 
threshold are set to “no change”. The uncertainty can also be 
propagated to volume calculations, as advocated by Lane et al. 
(2003). 

• The uncertainty of the DoD can be assessed directly using a part of 
the DoD representing a stable, unchanged area. The latter has to be 
identified on the grounds of local or expert knowledge; the choice of 
stable areas is facilitated by simultaneously taken digital images. 
Within the stable area, , σDoD is the standard deviation of the DoD 
(one should also check the mean for a potential bias if the mean is 
different from zero).  
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For more detailed studies on uncertainty in the detection and quantification 
of surface changes, the reader is referred to Lane et al. (2003), Wheaton et 
al. (2010), and Schürch et al. (2011). 

2.7.4 Scour chains  

Scour chains can be used simultaneously with tracers to assess the time-
integrated bedload yield passing through an alluvial river reach (Laronne et 
al., 1992; Haschenburger and Church, 1998; Liébault and Laronne, 2008). 
It is based on the continuity equation for sediment, which is simplified to 
obtain the event-based bedload transport volume from the dimensions of 
the active layer of the bed and the mean distance of transport of individual 
particles: 
 
Vb = (db*wb*Lb)*(1-p)    (1) 
 
where Vb (m3) is the total volume of bedload transported during a flow 
event, db (m) is the active depth of the bed, wb (m) is the active width of 
the bed, Lb (m) is the arithmetic mean travel distance of moving particles 
and p is sediment porosity.  
 
The active depth of the bed, db, is defined as the overall magnitude of 
vertical bed level oscillations that occur during a flow event as a result of 
processes of scour and fill. It is computed as the arithmetic mean of the 
absolute magnitudes of scour and fill depths recorded by monitoring tools. 
Several field devices may be used to measure depth of scour and fill, of 
which scour chains are the most common (Laronne et al., 1994); they 
record for each sampling point the event-based maximum depth of scour 
and the net deposition (Figure 29). The active width of the bed, wb, is the 
cross sectional span where vertical bedload oscillations are observed. The 
active width of the bed may be determined by inserting scour and fill 
devices at small, regular intervals across the channel bed. 
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Figure 29 an example of scour chain buried after a flow event on the Moulin Ravine, 
Southern French Alps 

The mean travel distance of moving particles is determined by insertion 
and relocation of tracers that are similar in size, shape and density to 
sediment in the channel reach. A range of tracing techniques has been 
deployed in various environments (Sear et al., 2000) and specifically in 
gravel-bed rivers (Hassan and Ergenzinger, 2003). The most common are 
painting, magnetic tracing, and more recently PIT tags (Lamarre et al., 
2005; Liébault et al., 2012). 
Sediment porosity may be estimated from the grain size distribution of the 
subsurface (Carling and Reader, 1982) or determined directly in the field 
by measuring the volume of water that displaces a weighed sediment 
sample representing the active layer. A detailed description of the field 
procedure is available (Bunte and Abt, 2001). 
As for other morphological approaches, the chain and tracer method is 
relevant when bedload transport is supplied by in-channel sediment stores. 
It is not applicable when bedload moves on a fixed river bed (e.g., reaches 
comprised of bed material inherited from a past sediment regime). 
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3 Suitability of bedload monitoring methods 

In Table 2 are listed the suggested acquisition parameters for the main 
devices commonly applied for bedload monitoring.  
 
 
Table 2 Suggested acquisition parameters for different instruments used in bedload 
monitoring 

Instrument type 
Variable to 

monitor 

 Recording 
intervals/spatial 
resolution 

Other 
parameters/note 

Basket sampler: 
cross section-wise 
measurement 

- total bedload rate 

- bedload volume 

 

20 sec – 1 h*  

*long durations 
preferable at low 
and moderate 
transport rates, 
shorter (5-10 min 
with Bunte traps) at 
high transport rates 

Sampler 
characteristics types 
(intake width, mesh 
size) depending on 
transported grain 
size and flow 
depth/velocity  

Basket sampler: 
repeated 
measurement 

- variation over time 
of specific bedload   
rate at selected 
sites 

-incipient motion 
conditions 

20 sec – 5 min 

 

 

Sampler 
characteristics types 
(intake width, mesh 
size) depending on 
transported grain 
size and flow 
depth/velocity 

Slot trap - specific bedload 
rates 

5 min – 24 h Trap volume to be 
designed based on 
floods 
duration/expected 
bedload rates 

Trap opening to be 
designed based on 
transported grain 
size  

Monitored Retention 
Basin 

- bedload yield 
during single 
events (total 
bedload rate if 
accumulation 
continuously 
monitored)   

1- 5 min (for 
obtaining bedload 
rates) 

 

Before and after 
flood event (for 
bedload volumes)  

See for example: 

- Erlenbach (CH) 

- Rio Cordon (I) 
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Geophones Plates intensity of bedload 
transport (impulses, 
amplitudes, 
integrals) 

1 min (resolution of 
1 sec and raw data 
possible) 

Sampling rate  

10 kHz 

Common threshold 
for impulses =0.1 V 

Acoustic pipe sensor 
(Japanese pipe 
hydrophone) 

intensity of bedload 
transport (number 
of pulses/particle 
collision per unit of 
time) 

1 min Calibration 
potentially better 
when integrated 
over longer time 
intervals (5-10 min) 

Tracers - incipient motion 
conditions 

- travel distance 

- virtual clast 
velocity  

- velocity 

- transport path 

- by mobile 
antennas: re-survey 
of tracers after each 
potential 
transporting event 

- by stationary 
antennas: 1 sec 
passage records   

Tracers most 
effective in wadable 
relatively narrow 
streams 
(characterized by 
low transport rates) 
but also useable in 
non-wadable rivers   

Terrestrial Laser 
scanning 

variation in 
sediment storage  

Survey frequency: 
Hours if necessary, 
typically days to 
months; spatial 
resolution: <5-10 
cm 

Restrictions apply 
when visibility is low 
(e.g. forested 
terrain), submerged 
topography cannot 
be surveyed 

Drone-based aerial 
imagery 

variation in 
sediment storage, 

river planform 
change 

Survey frequency: 
Hours if necessary, 
typically days to 
months; spatial 
resolution: 5-10 cm 

Restrictions apply 
when visibility is low 
(e.g. forested 
terrain), submerged 
topography cannot 
be surveyed 

Scour chains -erosion/Deposition 

-variation in 
sediment storage 

  

 
 
Table 3 presents a classification in terms of suitability of bedload 
monitoring devices concerning specific parameters (modified from 
Habersack et al., 2010). The point classification is as follows: 
 
 highly suited for measuring this parameter 
 suited for measuring this parameter 
 partially suited for measuring this parameter 
 not suited for measuring this parameter  
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Table 3 Suitability of bedload monitoring devices concerning specific parameters 
(modified from Habersack et al., 2010) 
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4 Field forms - Bedload Monitoring 

4.1 Specific Field form 

4.1.1  Specific Field form - Basket Sampler    
 (interval measurement) 

Field form - Bedload Measurement 

 Method: mobile basket sampler Measurement procedure: repeated /intervall 

Monitoring device:    Mesh size [mm]:   Intake 
[mm]: 

Date:       Person:     Time:   

Project:       River:     Country:   

Region:     Station:     Remarks:   

Discharge [m3s-1]:   Water temperature [°C]:     

Waterlevel [m]:   Turbidity [mg l-1]:       

Identification 
Location in 
the cross-

section 

Start of 
measurement 
[hh:mm:ss] 

End of 
measurement 
[hh:mm:ss] 

Duration 
[sec] 

Waterlevel 
[m] Remarks 

M1-L1 L1 15:25:00 15:26:00 60 1.57   

M2-L1 L1 15:42:00 15:45:00 180 1.57   

M3-L1 L1 15:48:20 15:51:20 180 1.58   

M4-L1 L1 16:01:00 16:03:00 120 1.57   
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4.1.2 Specific Field form - Basket Sampler    
 (cross-section wise measurement) 

Field form - Bedload Measurement 

 Method: mobile basket sampler Measurement procedure: cross-section wise 

Monitoring device:    Mesh size [mm]:   Intake 
[mm]: 

Date:       Person:     Time:   

Project:       River:     Country:   

Region:     Station:     Remarks:   

Discharge [m3s-1]:   Water temperature [°C]:     

Waterlevel [m]:   Turbidity [mg l-1]:       

Identification 
Location in 
the cross-

section 

Start of 
measurement 
[hh:mm:ss] 

End of 
measurement 
[hh:mm:ss] 

Duration 
[sec] 

Waterlevel 
[m] Remarks 

M1-L1 L1 15:25:00 15:26:00 60 1.57   

M2-L1 L1 15:42:00 15:45:00 180 1.57   

M3-L1 L1 15:48:20 15:51:20 180 1.58   

M4-L2 L2 16:01:00 16:03:00 120 1.57   

M5-L2 L2 16:09:00 16:11:00 120 2   

M6-L2 L2 16:16:00 16:18:00 120 2   

M7-L3 L3 16:24:00 16:26:00 120 2   
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4.1.3  Specific Field form – Bedload Trap 

Field form - Bedload Measurement 

 Method: bedload trap   

Monitoring device:    Sampling volume [m³]: Slot width 
[mm]: 

Date:       Person:     Time:   

Project:       River:     Country:   

Region:     Station:     Remarks:   

Discharge [m3s-1]:   Water temperature [°C]:     

Waterlevel [m]:   Turbidity [mg l-1]:       

Identification Time [hh:mm:ss] Trap weight 
[kg] Waterlevel [m] Additional data Remarks 

D
el

la
ch

 2
01

3 
Tr

ap
 1

 -
 1

 

15:25:00 3 1.57   trap open 

15:42:00 17 1.57     

15:48:20 34 1.58     

16:01:00 65 1.57     

16:12:00 88 1.58       

16:23:00 142 1.62     
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1 Introduction 

Monitoring of debris flows in instrumented catchments permits collection of 

data on these phenomena and provides a valuable link with 

geomorphological and topographical observations of erosion, sediment 

supply and channel evolution.  The recorded data can serve as a basis for 

implementing of early warning systems that provide defense against 

debris-flow risk. The quantification of sediment volumes transported by 

debris flows along with their temporal frequency, timing, flow 

characteristics (i.e. velocity, flow depth, peak discharge, density) are of 

crucial importance for hazard assessment, land-use planning and design of 

torrent control structures. In addition, instrumented basins provide high-

quality information for deriving regional thresholds of rainfall intensity 

and/or cumulated values for debris-flow triggering to be used in warning 

systems. 

Japan and China have pioneered debris-flow monitoring (Okuda et al., 

1980; Zhang, 1993) and sites instrumented in these countries still play a 

significant role in debris-flow research, also thanks to the long time series 

of recorded data (Hu et al., 2011a, b; Suwa et al., 2011). In Taiwan, the 

frequent occurrence of high-magnitude debris flows with severe damage to 

settlements has urged the installation of equipment for monitoring debris 

flows and for issuing warnings in a number of sites (Yin et al., 2011). 

Amongst early experiences on instrumental observations of debris flows in 

the United States, are the monitoring campaigns by Pierson (1986) in 

channels on the flanks of Mount St. Helens. More recently, the installation 

of monitoring equipment at Chalk Cliffs, a small, very active catchment in 

the Colorado Rocky Mountains, has started providing valuable information 

and data on debris-flow triggering and flow dynamics (Coe et al., 2008; 

McCoy et al., 2011). In Europe, the first catchment instrumented for debris 

-flow monitoring was probably the Moscardo Torrent in the Eastern Italian 

Alps (Arattano et al., 1997; Marchi et al., 2002). Other sites were 
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instrumented in the late 1990s and early 2000s in Italy (Tecca et al., 2003) 

and Switzerland (Hürlimann et al., 2003). Amongst these monitoring sites, 

the Illgraben catchment (Switzerland) deserves to be mentioned because 

of innovative measurements on forces and pore fluid pressure in debris 

flows (Mc Ardell et al., 2007) and channel-bed erosion (Berger et al., 

2011). Recent development of monitoring activities in Europe, which 

include installations in Austria (Kogelnig et al., 2011), France (Navratil et 

al., 2012; 2013b), and Spain (Hürlimann et al., 2011) indicates the high 

interest for this sector of debris-flow studies.  

The number of monitoring sites and the amount of recorded data on debris 

flows remains still limited if compared to landslides and fluvial sediment 

transport. Moreover, the large variability of debris-flow features, their 

dependence on local topographical, geological and climate conditions 

makes the collection of more data in instrumented catchments of the 

utmost importance. 

This protocol aims at describing minimum requirements for a debris-flow 

monitoring site and illustrating the existing sensors and methods of 

measurements and data collection. In the SedAlp Project several 

catchments are instrumented for debris-flows monitoring: Rio Gadria by 

the Autonomous Province of Bozen-Bolzano (PP1) with the collaboration of 

CNR-IRPI (PP4), Rio Chiesa by ARPAV (PP2), Moscardo Torrent by CNR-IRPI 

(PP4), Manival and Réal torrents by Irstea (PP7). Monitoring concepts of 

these pilot areas were used to draft the protocol; devices and 

measurements methods implemented in European debris-flow monitoring 

sites outside the project were also considered in order to provide a 

comprehensive view of existing methods for debris-flow monitoring. 

1.1 Debris-flow warning system 

It is nowadays recognized that a combination of structural and non-

structural measures is needed to cope with debris-flow risks. Non-structural 
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measures for debris-flows control aim mainly to diminish the vulnerability 

of a certain area, by reducing either permanently (e.g. land-use planning) 

or temporarily (warning systems) the probability that humans and their 

goods might be hit by a debris flow.  

Warning systems for debris flows can be classified into two main types: 

advance warning and event warning (Hungr et al. 1987; Arattano and 

Marchi, 2008). Advance warning systems predict the possible occurrence of 

a debris-flow event beforehand, by monitoring the possible onset of 

triggering conditions. These warnings are usually obtained by comparing 

precipitation forecasts with local precipitation thresholds for triggering (e.g. 

Caine, 1980; Wilson et al., 1993; Bacchini and Zannoni, 2003; Guzzetti et 

al., 2008). On one hand, these approaches may permit lead times of some 

hours. However, on the other hand, the warnings are heavily affected by 

the uncertainties in the precipitation forecasts and in the estimates of local 

threshold curves. These approaches are very useful for warnings at 

regional scale, where lower spatial resolution is required.  An event warning 

is issued after the actual detection of debris flows, based on measures from 

various types of sensors, such as wire sensors, ground vibration sensors or 

stage meters (Arattano and Marchi, 2008), upstream of a vulnerable site 

(e.g. road, town). Owing to such characteristics, event warning is 

potentially very reliable (Chang, 2003; Badoux et al., 2009), even though 

the time interval between the detection and the arrival of the debris flow to 

the vulnerable site is very short and the need of maintenance of the 

warning system increases the costs. These limitations are intrinsic to 

debris-flow warning systems and cannot be easily eliminated, but 

refinements in debris-flow detection and alarm dissemination technologies 

may contribute to improve the warning effectiveness. 
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2 Debris-flow monitoring devices and methods 

A number of devices and methods have been developed for monitoring 

debris flows. Reviews of devices and methods which may be used to obtain 

the warning and modeling information for debris flow have been provided 

by Itakura et al. (2005) and Arattano and Marchi (2008). This protocol 

focuses on the sensors and methods commonly employed to measure the 

most relevant parameters for debris-flow investigation. Table 1 summarizes 

the main parameters that should be measured in a debris-flow monitoring 

site and the sensors that can be employed to achieve the measurements. 

Table 2 lists a number of additional parameters that can be also measured 

to collect more information on debris flows.  

The mere occurrence of a debris flow, which provides limited information 

on the characteristics of the event, but could prove sufficient for warning 

purposes, may be detected by means of different sensors (wire sensors, 

photocells, ultrasonic/laser/radar sensors, geophones). Detection of debris 

flows is possible also by using pendulums hung over the channel: from the 

tilting of the pendulum or the impact of the flowing mass on it (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 A pendulum installed in a channel to detect debris-flow occurrence (Rotolon 

catchment, Italy).  
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Table 1 Main debris-flow parameters and measuring devices 

Rainfall amount and intensity                                                                       

Raingauge 

Flow characteristics (visual recognition) 

Camera, Videocamera 

 

Peak flow depth                                                                                                    

Theodolite or GPS (post-event survey), wire sensors, photocells, ultrasonic 

sensors, radar sensors, laser sensors  

Debris-flow hydrograph 

Ultrasonic sensors, radar sensors, laser sensors 

Ground vibration                                                                                         

Seismometer or geophones (velocimeters, accelerometers) 

Mean flow velocity, peak discharge and volume (derived variables)                                           

Ultrasonic sensors, radar sensors, laser sensors 
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Table 2 Additional debris-flow parameters and measuring devices 

Infrasound 

Microphones  

Surface velocity 

Electromagnetic doppler speedometers, Large Scale Particle Image 

Velocimetry (LSPIV) applied to video recordings, speed sensors based on 

spatial filtering velocimetry  

Basal forces (normal and shear stress) 

Load cells 

Fluid pore pressure 

Pressure sensors 

Impact force 

Pressure mark gauges, strain gauges 

Erosion depth and timing 

Resistors in erosion sensor column 

Topography of debris flow deposits 

Terrestrial Laser Scanner, Theodolite, GPS 

Channel storage and sediment sources changes 

Airborne LiDAR, Terrestrial Laser Scanner, Theodolite, GPS 
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2.1 Rainfall 

Rainfall measurement provides essential information for deriving regional 

thresholds of rainfall intensity and/or cumulated values for debris-flow 

triggering. Tipping bucket rain gauges (Figure 2) are commonly used for 

measuring rainfall in debris-flow monitoring sites. As most debris flows are 

triggered by intense rainfall, a high data acquisition rate has to be set up 

(1-5 min) and a high rainfall resolution (i.e. amount of water required to 

make the bucket tip producing an electrical signal) is also suggested (0.2 

mm). Recording the time of occurrence of bucket tipping is an alternative 

method of rainfall data acquisition. Rain gauges must be positioned on a 

flat surface, located in open sites avoiding sheltering by trees or buildings, 

and installed at height >1.5 m above ground. An easily accessible site 

facilitates regular visits of the instrument for maintenance and data 

retrieving, in the case data are stored in dataloggers. However, data can 

also be transmitted by radio, GSM, UMTS if the monitoring site is served by 

at least one of these technologies. A wise positioning of rain gauges should 

include at least one instrument close to the expected debris-flow triggering 

area. 
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Figure 2 A rainfall gauge installed upslope of a debris-flow initiation area 

2.2 Flow characteristics 

Images and video recordings give an invaluable contribution to the 

recognition and interpretation of flow processes and effectively support 

quantitative monitoring performed by other sensors designed to record 

debris-flow depth and hydrographs. Amongst relevant debris-flow features 

that can be documented by video camera recordings, we mention the 

following: 

• variations in solid concentration and particle size, both between 

different debris flows and within the same event; 

• onset of turbulence corresponding to decrease in solid concentration 

(typically in the final phase of a debris-flow surge); 
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• presence and characteristics of precursory surges in the initial phase 

of a debris flow and secondary surges in the recession limb; 

• transport of large wood by the debris flow. 

In addition to the visual interpretation, video recordings provide the basis 

for automated or semi-automated recognition of important features of 

debris flows, such as grain size distribution (Genevois et al., 2001) or the 

presence of large boulders (Gomez and Lavigne, 2010). Moreover, several 

studies have demonstrated the suitability of video recordings (e.g. Arattano 

and Marchi, 2000; Genevois et al., 2001; Zhang and Chen, 2003) for 

recognizing debris-flow features in different parts of a channel reach. 

Surface velocity assessment from oblique video recordings could also be 

possible applying Large Scale Particle Image Velocimetry (LSPIV) 

algorithms. These methods are successfully used to measure velocities at 

the free surface of water streams (Muste et al., 2008). Zenithal recordings, 

achieved by video cameras installed vertically above the channel, shot a 

much smaller area, but permit easier assessment of flow characteristics, 

such as surface velocity distribution along the cross-section and particle 

size distribution of transported clasts. Cameras provided with image 

processing software are able to automatically evaluate the debris flow 

material movement (moving detection). This kind of software is able to 

recognize all the objects in function of their electromagnetic spectrum and 

to filter the data, in order to erase the noise elements such as the rainfall, 

allowing identifying only the moving debris flow material and thus 

potentially to issue a warning signal. 

To overcome the limitation of night view, videocameras can be installed 

with spotlights (Figure 3), which activation can be triggered by the 

exceeding of a certain threshold of data recorded by other sensors (e.g. 

raingauges, stage sensors). Alternatively, thermal cameras able to register 

the electromagnetic wave released by each material in function of its own 
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temperature could be used to record images at night, but the resolution of 

these devices is usually lower than that of normal videocameras. 

 

 

Figure 3 A videocamera with spotlight (Gadria catchment, Italy) 

2.3 Peak flow depth 

Without fixed instrumentations, the maximum debris flow depth can be 

measured during post-event surveys using theodolites or differential GPS 

thanks to the marks left on channel banks (Figure 4). Particular care must 

be taken to differentiate between the tracks left by the debris flow surface 

and the tracks left by the debris flow splashes (Aulitzky, 1989).  

A set of wires stretched at different levels across a cross-section can be 

also employed to monitor maximum depth of debris flows. These wires can 

detect the maximum depth according to the level of the highest wire that 

has been broken by the flow and also make it possible to record the time of 

occurrence of the surge at the instrumented site. However, after they have 

been broken, these devices cannot provide information about the height of 

further surges that follow the main one or about subsequent debris flows; 

they need to be reset each time after a debris flow. Photocells and infrared 

photobeam sensors can be utilized as a tool to detect debris flows (Chang, 
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2003). The flowing mass interrupts the beams emitted by the sensors, 

making it possible to detect the passage of the wave. If several sensors are 

installed at different heights at the same cross-section, it is also possible to 

approximately measure the peak flow stage. 

 

 

Figure 4 An example of mud mark on a bank after the passage of a debris flow on the Réal 

Torrent in the French Alps; this kind of marks can be used to measure the flow depth 

during the peakflow discharge 

2.4 Debris-flow hydrograph 

Debris flow depth represents the basis for the computation of other 

relevant variables such as flow velocity, discharge and volume. Different 

types of stage sensors can be used to monitor and record flow depth.  
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Ultrasonic sensors hung over the channel are the most used sensors to 

record debris-flow depths and hydrographs (Figure 5). These sensors are 

typically used to measure the hydrometric level in rivers and lakes. The 

strong and rapid variability of flow height with time in debris flows requires 

much shorter logging intervals between two consecutive recordings (1-2 

seconds) than that used in water level measurements. Radar and laser 

sensors have also been used, similarly to ultrasonic sensors, to measure 

flow depth and record stage hydrographs of debris flows (Hürlimann et al, 

2003; McArdell et al., 2007). Ultrasonic, radar and laser sensors work on a 

similar principle: the antenna of the sensor emits pulses that are reflected 

by the surface of the debris flow and received by the antenna as echoes. 

The running time of the pulses from emission to reception is proportional to 

the distance and hence to the level. The determined level is converted into 

an appropriate output signal and outputted as measured value. Badoux et 

al. (2009) outline about advantages and drawbacks of these three types of 

sensors: “Ultrasonic sensors are troublesome because under conditions of 

rapidly changing flow depth and splashing on the surface of the flow they 

sometimes do not return a signal (Hürlimann et al. 2003). Laser sensors 

provide high-quality data for debris flows (e.g., McArdell et al. 2007), but 

do not provide a useable signal for flood or hyper-concentrated flows. 

Radar sensors have a built in smoothing algorithm that provides a stable 

signal under conditions of rapidly changing flow depth or splashing on the 

surface of the flow, but the signal is delayed by a few seconds and changes 

in surface elevation are smoothed in comparison with laser sensors, making 

them somewhat less useful for research but reliable for warning”. 
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Figure 5 Example of ultrasonic and radar sensors deployed on a cable above a check-dam 

on the Réal Torrent in the French Alps 

2.5 Ground vibration 

The passage of a debris-flow wave induces strong ground vibrations and 

underground sounds which can be recorded by different types of sensors 

(accelerometers, velocimeters, microphones; Zhang, 1993; Arattano, 

1999; Suwa et al., 2011). The output signal of seismic sensors is a voltage 

proportional to the ground oscillation velocity that may be processed in 

different ways to extract more useful information, such as debris-flow 

hydrographs. An important advantage of ground vibration sensors is that 

they can be installed at a safe distance from the channel bed, overcoming 

an important limitation of other types of sensors which need to be hung 

over the channel and thus are more prone to damage. The vibration 

frequency associated with debris flows generally span the range from few 

Hz up to 300 Hz (Huang et al., 2007). It has to be noted that according to 
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the signal processing theory, the sampling rate at which the signal from the 

geophone has to be sampled to avoid aliasing must be at least twice the 

highest frequency of the signal itself. Furthermore, it is worthy to mention 

that attenuation of ground vibration in soil is extremely high; this issue 

requires multiple geophones to be deployed and/or an opportune 

positioning. The attenuation, furthermore, is related to soil density, water 

content, matrix potential and porosity and generally scales inversely with 

respect to the frequency. Subsequently, the spectrum is usually dominated 

by lower frequency components. Nonetheless, due to the underlined 

requirements about sensitivity and sampling frequency, the electronics 

required to correctly sample the signal from the geophones and preserve 

data integrity present a significant challenge. 

The output signal of seismic sensors is currently processed with three 

different methods: the amplitude (Arattano, 1999), the impulses (Abancó 

et al., 2012), and the integration (Navratil et al., 2013a) methods.  

Seismic data processing with the amplitude method consist in transforming 

the signal from analogical to digital and then to calculate the mean 

absolute value every second (amplitude) to reduce the data amount. The 

amplitude (A) can be calculated as: 

n

v
A

n

i
i∑

== 1            (1) 

where vi is the ground oscillation velocity, and n is the number of digital 

samples in each interval of recording. 

The data processing of debris-flow recordings obtained through ground 

vibration sensors returns graphs that strictly resemble the hydrographs 

recorded through ultrasonic, radar or laser sensors. A comparison between 

an hydrograph (black line) and an amplitude-versus-time-graph obtained 

with the previously described procedure (red line) for an event occurred in 

the Moscardo Torrent on June 22, 1996 is shown in Figure 6. 
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The impulses method is adopted in Switzerland and Spain (Abancó et al., 

2012) monitoring sites to reduce the data amount and it consists in 

transforming the continuous signal (thick line in Figure 7) into a pulse 

signal (thin line in Figure 7) and then counting the number of impulses per 

each time interval. The impulses method requires the identification of a 

threshold value (red line in Figure 7) above which starting to count the 

impulses. If the chosen threshold is too low then the distinction between 

the phases of the event might become impossible. Another limitation of this 

method is the loss of information regarding the intensity of the signal. 

While the digitalization used by the amplitude method still conserves 

information regarding the intensity, namely its mean value, the 

transformation into impulses loses this residual information. 

The integration method is implemented in France (Réal and Manival 

monitoring stations). An electronic signal processing unit is used to 

transform the output voltage of the geophone into an integrated signal that 

is sampled by the data logger unit (Campbell CR1000) at a frequency of 5 

Hz. The signal processing unit is an electronic printed circuit specifically 

designed for the conditioning of analog signal from geophones. The unit 

first transforms the output voltage of the geophone into a rectified 

unidirectional signal (negative voltages are transformed into positive 

voltages). The rectified signal is then filtered with a 2.5 Hz cutoff frequency 

low-pass filter. The cutoff frequency was set at half the sampling frequency 

of the data logger to respect the Shannon criteria. This filtering is 

equivalent to applying a moving average on the raw signal, with a time 

period equal to 400 ms (Figure 8). The filtered signal is amplified and 

transformed into tension (mA) to be transported on long distances (up to 

300 m). The main advantage of this method is that the geophone data can 

be sampled at a low frequency (5 Hz) while conserving the integral of the 

raw signal (total energy) from the geophone. It is nevertheless clear that 
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the frequency spectrum of the ground vibrations is lost, as well as the 

maximum range of ground vibration amplitudes.  

Soil properties of the river banks and location of each geophone determine 

specific offset and gain. Preliminary tests have been carried out with heavy 

boulders (approx. 10 kg) that were manually thrown into the torrent 

channel (3−4 m high) near geophones (Navratil et al., 2013a). Those tests 

showed that (1) the system can detect very low-magnitude ground 

vibrations, and (2) such recordings are consistent with nature and distance 

of triggering source from the geophone. By the same tests, it is also 

possible to calibrate the geophones. The magnitude of the signal mainly 

depends on the location of the geophone (on a bank, a boulder on a bank, 

and a check-dam, respectively), and, marginally, on the composition of the 

soil from the source to the geophone. Ultimately, it was found that the 

geophone fixed on big boulders embedded in a gravel deposit responds 

better. Remarkably, that data acquisition method has been successfully 

tested during several debris flows which occurred on the Réal Torrent since 

2011 (Figure 9). 
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Figure 6 Comparison between an hydrograph (black line) and an amplitude-versus-time-

graph (red line) for an event occurred in the Moscardo Torrent on June 22, 1996. The 

small differences between the hydrograph and the amplitude vs. time graph are due to the 

different locations of the sensors (geophones are installed around 1 km upstream 

ultrasonic sensors). 

 

 

Figure 7 The transformation of the signal in the impulses method (from Abancó et al., 

2012) 
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Figure 8 Numerical example of signal processing implemented in the integration method 

 

 

Figure 9 Geophone recordings at Réal Torrent during the 29 June 2011 debris flow. (A) 

Upstream geophone Geo3A. (B) Middle stream geophone (Geo3B). (C) Downstream 

geophone (Geo3C). (D) The flow stage recorded by the ultrasonic sensor (US3_A at the 

same location as Geo3B); the reference elevation for US measurements (0 cm) 

corresponds to the channel bottom (From Navratil et al., 2013b) 

 

Fiber optic sensors have also been proposed for monitoring ground 

vibrations caused by debris flows. The major advantage over conventional 

electronic-based sensors is the ability to separate the sensors from the 

electronics without any significant degradation in performance. This puts 

away the electronics from the hostile sensing environment. Furthermore, 

the performance matches or exceeds the performance of standard 

geophones and the sensor is intrinsically safe and immune to EMI/RFI. 

To our knowledge, there are very few examples in literature of employing 

fiber optic sensors for debris flow-induced ground vibration (Yin, 2012; 

Huang et al., 2012), but there are a large number of papers proposing 
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optical fiber geophones for similar application (e.g., oil & gas reservoir and 

micro-seismic exploration) so it is very likely this technology to break into 

this field and successfully compete with traditional geophones. Up to now, 

the large cost of deployment and maintaining represents the main 

drawback. 

2.6 Mean flow velocity 

The characteristic steep debris-flow front can be detected and recognized in 

the hydrographs allowing to easily perform mean front velocity 

measurements. By placing a pair of ultrasonic/radar/laser sensors or 

geophones at a known distance along a torrent, mean front velocity can be 

measured as the ratio between the distance between the sensors and the 

time interval elapsed between the arrival of the front at the two gauging 

sites (Figure 10). Mean velocity could also be computed from the records of 

other sensors using the same principle (e.g., wire detectors, photocells, 

microphones, etc.). 
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Figure 10 Flow depth measurement at two monitoring stations makes it possible to assess 

mean front velocity; (the horizontal scale is shortened with regard to both the distance 

between the sensors and the debris flow profile) (modified from Arattano and Marchi, 

2008) 

 

When ultrasonic/radar/laser sensors and seismic devices are used to 

measure mean front velocity, debris-flow front and/or other specific 

recognizable features must be present in their graphs. However such 

features may not be always present in the graph. The use of cross 

correlation techniques, that are commonly used in signal processing, may 

allow the use of graphs that do not show a clear front or other evident 

recurrent features, to estimate at least the mean velocity of the entire 

wave. In general, cross-correlation can be defined as the correlation of a 

series with another series, shifted by a particular number of observations 

and its function can be expressed as follow: 

∑
+∞

−∞=
+=

t
ttxy yx ττφ )(

          (2)
 

where xt is the function that expresses the recorded signal at the upstream 

sensor at the time t and yt+τ is the function that gives the recorded signal 

at the downstream sensor at the time t+τ. The maximum value of the 

function φxy allows an estimation of the value of τ., that is the time needed 

by the debris flow to propagate between the two sensors, and allows to 

determine the mean velocity of the wave (Figure 11). If the distance 

between the two locations is known, the velocity can then be easily 

assessed. 

Therefore, given a certain phenomenon that produced a recorded at two 

different locations, the cross correlation analysis allows to determine, with 

an objective method, the time interval elapsed between the appearance of 

that phenomenon at the first and at the second location. 
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The cross correlation technique may allow a comparison between the mean 

front velocity, when a front is present, and the mean velocity of the entire 

wave, which may be significantly different sometimes. As far as the 

estimation of the volume of the debris flow using two hydrographs is 

concerned, the use of the velocity of the entire wave would be preferable to 

get a more consistent estimation when it differs from the mean front 

velocity. 

 

 

Figure 11 Cross correlation applied to debris-flow amplitude data from geophones records.  

2.7 Peak discharge and volume 

The measurement of debris-flow depth and the assessment of mean flow 

velocity provide the elements for estimating discharge and total debris flow 

volume. The flow area occupied at different times along a debris-flow wave 

is obtained from stage measurements and topographic surveys of the 
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cross-section geometry. Discharge can be computed as the product of the 

mean flow velocity by the cross-sectional flow area. Total discharged 

volume is then computed by integrating debris flow discharge on the 

hydrograph: 

∫= ft

t
dttAUVol

0
)(       (3) 

where A(t) is the cross section area occupied by the flow at the time t, U is 

the mean flow velocity, t0 is the time of arrival of the surge at the gauging 

site and tf - t0 is the overall time interval of the debris flow. This approach 

can be applied only in cross-sections in which the debris flow did not cause 

significant topographic changes. The approach to computing the flowing 

volume presented in eq. 3 assumes that the material flows through the 

considered section at a constant velocity during the surge. Usually the 

value of U is assumed as the value of the mean velocity of the front. 

However measurements, carried out using video pictures, have shown that 

an increase of velocity may occur behind the front and then surface velocity 

remains higher than front velocity for a significant portion of the debris-

flow wave (Marchi et al., 2002). Using mean front velocity in eq. 3 could 

then result in an underestimation of debris-flow volumes. 

Since mean velocity may vary remarkably during the surge, debris-flow 

volumes assessed using eq. 3 should be considered as approximate 

estimates. If flow velocity measurements are available for various phases 

of the event, they can be used to refine the volume assessment. Since 

mean front velocity and the mean velocity of the entire wave, obtained 

through cross-correlation, may significantly differ sometimes, as mentioned 

previously, the use of the latter would be preferable to get a more 

consistent estimation when this difference is significant. 
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2.8 Overview of additional devices 

In addition to the devices and methods employed for monitoring debris-

flow main parameters described in the previous sections, several  

additional parameters can be also measured to collect more information on 

debris flows (Table 2). Infrasound monitoring system can be used for 

debris-flow monitoring purposes (Zhang et al., 2004; Chou et al., 2007; 

Kogelnig et al., 2011). Infrasound signals generated by mass movement 

have a specific amplitude and occupy a relatively noise-free band in the 

low-frequency acoustic spectrum. The low-frequency fluctuations in the air 

can be detected by an infrasound microphone (Kogelnig et al., 2011). The 

main advantages of this method are similar to those of geophones (e.g., 

monitoring with a safe distance from the channel bed) whereas problems 

are mainly given by noise induced from other sources (e.g., human 

activity, wind). Doppler speedometers, which operating principle is based 

on measuring the frequency of radio waves reflected by a moving object, 

can be applied to measure surface velocity of a debris flows. In the case of 

debris flows the target for the measurement can be the front of a debris 

flow, a surface wave, a coarse particle or a piece of woody debris moving 

on the surface (Arattano and Marchi, 2008). Several other methods exist to 

measure surface velocity: spatial filter velocimetry (Itakura and Suwa, 

1989), spatio-temporal derivative space method (Inaba et al., 1997), 

image processing techniques (see section 2.2). 

The load of the debris-flow mass can be measured by installing load cells at 

the channel bottom (Genevois et al., 2000). If vertical and horizontal load 

cells are mounted on a force plate normal and shear stresses can also be 

measured (McArdell et al., 2007). As demonstrated in the Illgraben 

(McArdell et al., 2007), measuring normal stress in combination with the 

flow depth, is essential for the assessment of the mean bulk density of the 

flowing debris and its variation with time. Another parameter of the flowing 

debris, the pore fluid pressure, can be measured by installing pressure 
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transducers at the bottom of the channel (Berti and Simoni, 2005; McArdell 

et al., 2007). 

An important debris-flow parameter that deserve to be measured for 

improving the design of debris-flow control works is the impact force. The 

impact force exerted by debris flows  on obstacles along the path (e.g. 

buildings, check dams, defensive walls) can be measured by using pressure 

mark gauges installed on dam walls or large boulders (Okuda et al., 1980) 

or strain sensors (Zhang, 1993; Hu et al., 2011b), which allow continuous 

measurements. 

Berger et al. (2011) constructed erosion sensor columns to monitor erosion 

depth and timing. A sensor column of a given length is composed of several 

cylindrical aluminum tubes, each of them containing an electronic resistor 

connected to the resistor of the overlying and underlying elements. When 

channel-bed erosion induced by a debris flow breaks the connection 

between one or more elements, a drop in total resistance occurs. This drop 

in total resistance, recorded on a data logger, can be related to the change 

in the length of the sensor column to determine the timing and the depth 

of erosion. 

Finally, topographic surveys of debris-flow deposits (Figure 12) and 

variations in sediment sources and channel storage (Figure 13) deserve to 

be mentioned here as they permit comparison with debris-flow volumes 

assessed from debris-flow hydrographs (section 2.7). Topographic 

measurements and detection of geomorphic changes caused by debris 

flows can obviously be performed also in catchments not instrumented for 

the monitoring of debris-flow waves. They could thus be viewed as an 

approach to debris-flow monitoring complementary to systematic 

observations in catchments equipped with permanent devices: although 

limited to post-event volume assessment and geomorphic change 

detection, topography-oriented monitoring enables observations in a 

potentially large number of sites. 
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Figure 12 Map of sediment thickness deposited in the retention basin in the Gadria 

catchment (Italy) during a debris flow, evaluated as the difference between two TLS-

derived DTMs 
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Figure 13 Topographic changes after debris-flow and bedload-transport events on a reach 

of the Manival Torrent from terrestrial laser scanning resurveys (Theule, 2012) 
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3  Suitability of debris-flow monitoring methods 

In Table 3 are listed the suggested acquisition parameters for the main 

devices commonly applied for debris flow monitoring. Table 4 presents a 

classification in terms of suitability of debris-flow monitoring devices 

concerning specific parameters. 

Table 3 Suggested acquisition parameters for different instruments used in debris flow 

monitoring 

Instrument type Variable to monitor Recording 

intervals 

Other parameters/note 

Raingauge Rainfall 

intensity/depth 

1-5 min 0.2 mm bucket  

Stage sensor Flow depth 1-2 s Radar sensors seem more 

reliable  

Geophone Ground velocity 1-2 s Natural frequency of the 

sensor around 10 Hz 

Amplification factor: 

depending on the geology of 

the site and distance of the 

source 

Videocamera Flow images 8-10 fps Image resolution depends on 

videcamera-flow distance and 

on the purpose (LSPIV vs 

simple flow description) 

Load cell Flow pressure and 

shear stress 

1-2 s  

Laser-doppler 

speedometer 

Surface velocity 1-2 s  

Piezometer Pore-fluid pressure 1-2 s  
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 highly suited for measuring this parameter 

 suited for measuring this parameter 

 partially suited for measuring this parameter 

 not suited for measuring this parameter 

Table 4 Suitability of debris-flow monitoring devices concerning specific parameters 
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Introduction 

Large wood is an important component of river systems, because it 

contributes to many different processes as geomorphic, hydraulic, and 

ecological (Brookes, 1988; Gurnell et al., 2002; Sedell et al., 1988). On the 

other side, wood in-channel transported during flood events could be a 

problem for some human activities on rivers as, for example, commercial 

marine operations on large rivers (Gurnell et al., 2002; Piégay, 2003). It 

represents a risk for flooding and human infrastructure (Bradley et al. 

2005, Comiti et al. 2006), notably when it accumulates on or near to 

sensible structures as bridge piers (Wallerstein, 1998; Kothyari and Ranga 

Raju, 2001). Wood in rivers can be an obstacle for flows during floods, 

exacerbating locally flooding and infrastructure damages.   

There is a need for data to calibrate wood budgets and examine processes 

related to the transport of wood during floods (Benda and Sias 2003, 

Hassan et al. 2005).  Previous studies of wood in rivers have quantified 

spatial distributions but temporal dynamics remain poorly documented.  

The lack of such data is related to limitations inherent in existing methods, 

especially when applied to large rivers.   

For these reasons, and also for a better management of the river system, it 

is important to understand where the wood is recruited, moves and where 

it tends to accumulate system (Curran, 2010). However, the dynamic and 

mobility of large wood in rivers is poorly understood, especially in wide 

gravel-bed rivers. There is still a considerable lack of knowledge on the 

complex set of processes involved in the recruitment, transport and 

deposition of woody elements all over the fluvial systems. Even more on 

the quantification of these processes at the range of spatial and temporal 

scales at which they occurred. Only a few studies focused on this kind of 

surveys, requiring a lot of time (Table 1). 
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Large wood (LW) can be defined as the woody elements (including roots 

and branches) characterized by 1 m or more of length and diameter 

greater than 0.1 m or both (Jackson and Sturm, 2002).  

Five existing technologies were field-tested by MacVicar et al. (2008) to 

assess their utility for quantifying the temporal dynamics in rivers: passive 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) transponders, Active RFID 

transponders, radio transmitters, video monitoring, repeated high-

resolution aerial photos (produced by a low-flying drone aircraft). Passive 

RFID transponders and radio transmitters are reliable for wood tracking.  

Radio transmitters are suited to multi-year (~ 5 year) surveys and can be 

detected at 800 m, whereas passive RFID transponders are limited by a 

read range of 0.30 m but suited for longer term studies. Active RFID 

transponders combine a moderate read range (With an antenna) and low 

cost with the ability to monitor wood transport during floods but require 

more testing.  Video monitoring is used to monitor the wood passage 

within a given section.  

 

Amongst these 5 technologies, 2 are detailed here (RFID tracking and 

video) and a new one is available based on GPS tracking. 
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Table 1 Summary of previous field studies of wood movement and wood deposit renewal in 

river 

Reference Techniques Type of survey River 
Drainage 

Area (km2) 

Survey 

dist-

ance 

(km) 

Study 

dura-

tion (yr) 

n 
Reco-

very (%) 

Lienkaemper and 

Swanson (1987) 

Field survey – 

visual 

Key pieces, 

unlogged 
Mack Creek 6.0 0.11 1 flood 42 100a 

Bilby (1984) 

Field survey – 

numbered 

tags 

Post logging 
Salmon 

Creek 
9.0 1.10 0.5 74 

~80 in 

first flood 

Keim et al. (2000) 

Field survey – 

numbered 

tags 

key pieces post 

logging 

Bark, 

Buttermilk, 

and Hudson 

Creeks 

7.0 – 15.6 
0.45 – 

0.70 
3 21 76 

Haga et al. (2002) 

Field survey – 

numbered 

tags 

Uniform 1.6 m 

long pieces 
Oyabu Creek 5.3 5.5 1 63 

95 in first 

flood 

Jacobson et al. 

(1999) 

Field survey - 

numbered 

tags 

In-situ wood, 

ephemeral 

stream 

Kuiseb River 14,700 160 1 flood 2105 21 

Andreoli et al 

(2007) 

Field survey – 

numbered 

tags 

All wood > 0.1 

m diameter 

2 mountain 

basins of 

Southerns 

Andes 

9 - 13 1.5 – 1.8 1 
322 - 

381 
98 - 100 

Piégay and 

Marston (1998) 
Field survey Channel bank Ain River 3,630 point 3 1 jam - 

Van der Nat et al. 

(2003) 
Field survey In-channel wood 

Tagliamento 

River 
2,580 4 2 

random 

locations 

in 2 

reaches 

- 

Haschenburger 

and Rice (2004) 
Aerial Jams only 

Carnation 

Creek 
11 3 7 5 jams - 

Lassettre et al. 

(2007) 
Aerial 

Helicopter 

photograph 
Ain River 3,760 40 10 

445 – 

1008 
- 

Moulin and Piégay 

(2004) 

Point survey - 

reservoir 

All transported 

wood 
Rhône River 10,910 point 10 

13,000 

m3/yrb 
100 

Seo et al. (2008) 
Point survey - 

reservoir 

All transported 

wood 

131 

reservoirs in 

Japan 

6.2 – 2,370 point 1–29 

300 – 

400,000 

kgC/yrc 

100 

Notes a) Transported wood was stopped in downstream reservoir 

 b) Volume of wood trapped in reservoir. 

 c) Volume of wood trapped in reservoir converted into mass of carbon. 
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1 Wood tracking devices and methods 

This protocol focuses on the devices used for monitoring the mobility and 

displacement of LW during and after flood events. We also present the methods 

commonly employed to measure the most relevant parameters for LW 

investigations. 

It is known that in wide rivers, there are some problems to survey the LW along 

the entire active channel area. This is the reason because it is necessary to 

adopt a sampling procedure identifying cross-sectional transects which limit the 

reliability of LW storage (Gurnell et al., 2000a; 2000b). Field surveys can be 

carried out using the guideline of a spread sheet to measure different 

characteristics such as, for example, the state of decay, orientation to flow and 

position in the channel (Table 2). 

Volume of LW is identified through its mid-diameter and length measured using 

tree caliper and tape, respectively (Mao et al., 2008).  Log mobility and 

displacement during and after flood events can be measured applying two 

monitoring techniques: implanting radio frequency identification (RFID) tags in 

logs (McVicar et al., 2009) and using GPS Track devices. 
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Table 2 Example of spread sheet guidelines for LW survey 
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1.1 Wood tracking using RFID 

 

Passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) transponders, originally 

developed for security and commercial purposes, also known as Passive 

Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags, have previously been applied to track the 

movements of fish (Feldheim et al., 2002) and sediment particles (Lamarre et 

al., 2005) in rivers.  RFID technology uses electromagnetic coupling to transmit 

an identification code as ‘noise’ on a radio frequency signal.  This code is unique 

to each tag, while the transmission frequency is shared.  Passive RFID 

transponders are transponders, which means that they transmit a signal in 

response to an incoming signal.  The energy used to transmit the signal is 

taken from the received signal, and the tags do not have batteries.  While a 

range of transponder shapes and sizes are commercially-available, this study 

used a hermetically sealed 23 x 4 mm glass cylinder transponder (Figure 1) 

transmitting at (134.2 kHz) that was developed by TIRIS Technology.  The tags 

are detected using a portable control unit and antenna.  Key advantages of 

these tags are that they can be programmed with unique identification codes, 

which allows a precise spatial analysis of wood mobilisation and deposition; the 

durability of the tags in extreme environments; and the lack of a battery, which 

allows long term studies.  An important limitation of the technique is that the 

detection range is only about 30 cm for the tag and antenna combination that 

was used in this study. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Example of passive RFID tag of TIRIS Technology composed by 23.4 mm glass cylinder 

transponder transmitting at (134•2 kHz). 
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Active RFID transponders are similar to passive RFID transponders in that they 

use electromagnetic coupling on a shared radio frequency to allow the remote 

identification of unique tags. Active RFID transponders are transmitters, 

however, and they emit a beacon signal at a predetermined time interval.  

While a range of tags are available from different companies, this study utilized 

433 MHz tags purchased from RFCode Inc.  Each tag is enclosed in a shock and 

splash-resistant polycarbonate case that is 47 x 34 x 12 mm in size (Figure 2).  

They use a replaceable coin cell battery.  Fixed and mobile readers are available 

so that the techniques allowed to survey wood deposit and mobilisation as well 

as wood input from floodplain but also censing the wood output from the study 

reach (Q0) which is was not possible with the previous tracking techniques so 

that it is not possible to know if wood piece disappeared because the signal is 

not captured or because they moved away.  The mobile reader can be clipped 

onto a belt and communicates via Bluetooth™ to a handheld computer.  A 

significant advantage of this technique is that the detection range with the fixed 

reader (~300m) is sufficient to detect tags from a streamside station in many 

rivers.  The principal disadvantage is that the signal transmission requires 

batteries, which limits the lifetime of the tag.  These tags have not previously 

been tested in rivers.  

 

 
Figure 2 Example of active RFID tag are those of the company RFCode Inc in which each tag is 

enclosed in shock resistant and splash resistant case that is 47-34-12 mm in size. 
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Both mobile and fixed readers are available.  We installed the software supplied 

with the mobile reader by RFCode on a Trimble GeoXT Handheld GPS.  A fixed 

reader was installed at a gauging station.  A Tavis data router was connected to 

the reader and equipped with a memory card to record the identification codes 

of detected trees and their time of passage.  Two Yagi antennae were installed 

on a pole outside of the station pointed across and upstream on the river. The 

gauging station is equipped with electrical and telephone connections. 

1.2  GPS Track 

This technique of LW monitoring has never been tested before in rivers 

monitoring activities, consents to record the displacement of a log during a 

flood event using a GPS track devices (passive or active). The aspect that 

distinguishes the active from a passive GPS track is the capacity to send, in real 

time, Short Message Service (SMS) over GSM communications network (i.e. 

time, position, batteries lifetime). 

An example of active GPS track device is the Trim Trac Locator by Trimble 

(Figure 3). This GPS track has dimensions of 143 mm x 76 mm x 38 mm and 

weight of 205 grams (not including batteries). The device work with 4 AA 

batteries which permit to operate up to 90 days under typical usage with good 

GPS signal strength. The device is composed by an internal GPS antenna and it 

has a cold start GPS acquisition time, warm start and hot start GPS of <90, ̴ 50 

and <24 seconds respectively. During the displacement the device has an 

internal flash data storage capacity of 1026 GPS positions (1 GPS position every 

10 s). The Trim Trac Locator is not waterproof but only water-resistant and 

tested to IP-55, for this reason it is necessary to waterproof each GPS Track 

using a plastic box and seal it with silicon. It is, also, necessary to place into 

the box a RFID in order to allow post-event recovery in case of exhausted 

batteries. Plastic boxes were fixed to woody elements tying them to the trunk 

with metal chains and cable ties, 50cm high from the base of the trunk. 
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Figure 3 Trimble Trim Trac locator, an example of GPS Track device 

 

 

During the monitoring period it is important to do a good maintenance to the 

batteries and to the correct waterproofing of the plastic box.  

Post-event it is possible to identify the position of the logs with the GPS track 

through the last SMS sent and using the mobile reader to recognize the RFID 

placed into the plastic box. The Differential Global Positioning system (DGPS) is 

needed for each logs with GPS track installed, before and after every flood 

event. 

 

2 Wood passage censing using video 

monitoring  

 

Existing methods that use tagging or repeat surveys of stored wood volumes 

are ineffective and labour intensive in large rivers and do not monitor the 

transport or accumulation of wood during floods when access to the river is 
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most hazardous (Lyn et al. 2003, Moulin and Piégay 2004, MacVicar et al. 

2009).   

There are an increasing number of commercially-available video camera and 

software packages.  With access to the internet, the data can be stored off site, 

which reduces the requirements of the on-site computer system. The 

advantage of the video technique is the ability to detect and measure wood 

passing on the water surface of a river in a remote location.  The primary 

limitations relate to image resolution and the oblique angle of the camera, 

which means that water surface reflections are an issue and that image 

resolution is not constant over the width of the channel. 

The present report provides feedbacks on an Axis 221 Day/Night ™ camera 

with an infrared mode.  A first video camera has been installed in the spring of 

2007 at the gauging station at Pont de Chazey on the Ain River.  The camera is 

set at an angle such that it has a view of the entire river width.  It is located on 

the side of the river closest to the thalweg to provide a maximum resolution 

where the majority of wood is expected to pass.  We installed a Profiline™ 

infrared light projector (model number TV6899) to increase luminosity at night.  

This type of camera was selected because of the low-light sensitivity and the 

quality of the video. Using software developed by the security services 

company Innovatys (France), videos are transferred to remote servers.  Fifteen 

minute segments use approximately 94 Mb of memory when saved in *.mjpg 

format at 5 frames per second and minimum compression.  A 300 Gb hard 

drive is sufficient for approximately 30 days of video. Visual detection is limited 

to the wood that can be clearly identified on a recorded image.  To test the 

significance of image resolution errors for wood detection, the water surface 

was monitored at four positions across the width of the channel from the 

upstream bridge (central pier is visible in upper left corner of image) during the 

rising limb of the flood on November 23, 2007. Despite attempts to use infra-

red illumination, it was not possible to reliably identify and measure floating 

wood at night.  Noted problems at night were the incomplete coverage of the 
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field-of-view by the infra-red illumination and a camera algorithm that 

decreased the shutter speed to allow for sufficient light to reach the sensor, 

resulting in blurred objects.  .   

2.1 Semi-manual detection of wood  

A semi-manual logging algorithm created in MatlabTM records the position, 

velocity, dimensions, and other details about detected wood pieces in the video 

(Figure 4).  Method is described in MacVicar et Piégay (2012). This algorithm 

advances the video one frame at a time.  When wood is visible, the user 

manually locates the endpoints and edges of the trunk.  The time is then read 

from the image, and the coordinates of the wood are transformed using a 

rectification algorithm to obtain the length and diameter of the wood and its 

position and angle relative to the banks.  The rectification algorithm was 

calculated by measuring ground control points during low flow using a total 

station and transforming the image as described below.  The presence/absence 

of roots, branches and leaves are noted for each wood piece.  The video is 

advanced until the user stops the video and locates the endpoints a second 

time.  The downstream and angular velocities are then calculated. Velocity and 

angular velocity are calculated from the difference in position and time between 

two recorded images.  
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Figure 4 A grayscale video frame from the camera on the Ain River.  A piece of floating wood is 

shown at Position 1.  The length, diameter, and position 2 of the wood piece are shown to 

demonstrate the calculation of wood volume and velocity from the semi-manual image analysis 

procedure. 

 

2.2 Wood volume calculation  

Ground-based cameras have an oblique view angle (Figure 5a), which means 

that pixel size is variable and distortion can be an important effect (Hauet et al. 

2008a).  As a general rule, images are ortho-rectified prior to analysis.  Ortho-

rectification refers to the process by which image distortion is removed and the 

image scale is adjusted to match the actual scale of the water surface (Figure 

5b-c) Ortho-rectification is accomplished by applying an appropriate image 

photogrammetric transformation (Mikhail and Ackermann 1976) using known 

coordinates of ground control points (GCPs) in the real (X, Y, and Z) and the 

image (x and y) coordinate systems. The mapping relationships between the 

two systems can be expressed as (Fujita et al. 1998): 

111109

4321

+zL+yL+xL
L+zL+yL+xL

=X      (1a)   
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111109

8765

+zL+yL+xL
L+zL+yL+xL

=Y      (1b) 

where the eleven mapping coefficients L1-L11 can be determined by the least 

square method using the known GCPs coordinates. A minimum of 6 GCPs are 

needed for conducting the transformation.  While more GCPs are useful for 

checking errors in survey data, the uncertainty caused by pixel size is usually 

greater than that caused by survey error, and additional points are not 

necessary for the analysis (Bradley et al. 2002).  Fewer points can be used if 

the image coordinates are assumed to be on the same vertical plane.  The size 

of the non-distorted image should be nearly the same as that of the original 

image. In addition, a reconstruction of the pixel intensity distribution is made to 

obtain the ortho-rectified image. Following Muste et al (1999), intensity at a 

pixel in the transformed image is obtained using a cubic convolution 

interpolation of the intensity in 16 neighboring pixels of the original image.  

 

 
Figure 5 Wood detection procedure showing a) definition of a region of interest (ROI) based on 

a visual detection of wood including measurement of date and time from time stamp b) precise 

location of end and side points to define the piece length, diameter, and first position; and c) 

definition of second position after advancing a user-determined number of frames to allow 

calculation of velocity and angular velocity. 

 

A geometrical correction is then applied to the transformation using water 

elevation data from the gauging station and the known position of the camera 

to account for effect of the rise in water elevation with discharge (Figure 6).  
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The water surface correction improves the accuracy of L and D estimates from 

the video over what was presented by MacVicar et al. (2009).  Without the 

correction, which compensates for the fact that wood is closer to the camera as 

flood stage increases, small wood can be misclassified as large wood (L ≥ 0.10 

m) and volume estimates of all wood pieces are too high.  When the correction 

was applied to the videos analysed by MacVicar et al. (2009), it was found that 

48% of small wood pieces had been erroneously classified as large wood, and 

the revised estimated of wood transport was only 30% of the previously 

estimated volume. 

 

 

 
Figure 6 Image resolution as a function of discharge (Q).  a) pixel size contours at low flow (0 

m above reference level), b) pixel size contours at high flow (4 m above reference level), and c) 

the gauge relation between height above reference level and discharge. 
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2.3 Actual limitations and error estimate 

Detection of wood on frames is still manual  

Wood transport measurements were only made from selected sample periods in 

the continuous video record due to the laborious nature of the measurement 

procedure.  The minimum sampling frequency was one 15 min video segment 

every 2 hours during the daylight hours over the duration of significant wood 

transport.  Sampled videos were evenly spaced over the flood duration with two 

exceptions.  First, the frequency was increased to one 15 min video segment 

per hour when tested discharge was between 400 and 600 m3/s during rising 

limbs.  This range was the only one that was common to all three floods, and 

was used to compare inter-flood variability.  Second, one entire hour was 

sampled during the rising limb of the APR08 flood (Q ~ 800 to 900 m3/s) to 

better assess the variability of wood transport during above bankfull stages.  

Overall between 5 and 9% of the total flood was sampled for the three floods. 

 

Estimate of wood diameter  

Sources of error were related to the difficulty of assessing wood diameter and 

the inability to detect and measure wood in certain cases.  The assumption of 

straight cylinders was felt to be a reasonable simplification of the wood carried 

in transport given the dominance of large diameter poplar species in the 

floodplain, which typically have straight trunks with few large branches.  

Diameter was measured near the midpoint of the trunk so that an 

approximately average diameter was used.  In general it should be noted that 

the diameter measurement from imagery is more sensitive than the length 

measurement due to its relatively smaller value, even when wood is measured 

on dry bars (MacVicar et al. 2009).  Given that the wood here is floating in the 

water at an oblique angle to the camera, it is likely that diameter 

measurements contain significant and unavoidable error.   
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Wood in transport below the water surface and in groups was additional 

problems (Figure 7).  Figure 7b shows one frame from a case in which the 

branches turned vertically in a manner that suggested that the non-visible end 

of the wood piece was in contact with the channel bed.  Some wood may have 

neutral or negative buoyancy due to the retention of rock and soil in root wads 

and the higher water content of recently eroded wood.  The transport of wood 

in groups can also result in significant submerged wood (Figure 7c) and is 

difficult to isolate and measure all of the significant wood pieces in these cases. 

 

 
Figure 7 Sources of error a) poor visibility at night (including a spider top right); b) submerged 

wood (visible branches turned vertically in the frame); and c) floating wood jams with uncertain 

configuration. 

 

2.4 Perspectives in automatic detection of wood 

An application allowing the detection of floating pieces of wood in rivers from a 

video file, which is obtained thanks to a webcam in a static position, in .avi or 

.mjpg format is in development in the project.  

The software outputs a list of the detected wood blocks in an xml or a yaml file. 

This list comprehends the position of wood blocks in each image where they 

were detected, their bounding boxes’ coordinates and size (as a number of 

pixels) in the image, and the frame time data when available. The software can 

output a capture of their corresponding video frame, an image of their binary 
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mask and/or their probability mask, depending on the configuration set by the 

user. 

The software can also be configured thanks to configuration files, which can be 

simply and quickly modified with the help of a simple text editor. 

For now, this application has only been tested under MS Windows (XP and 7), 

provided the free OpenCV library is already installed. It runs in command-line. 

With a 4 cores 3 Ghz Intel processor with 4 GB of RAM, it currently takes 

approximately 2 minutes to analyze 15 minutes of video. 

Algorithmically, the software uses a combination of several probability maps to 

determine the presence of wood in an image. A first map is computed on each 

frame statically, based on intensity and/or color information. A second map is 

computed dynamically, based on the change of pixels intensity between 

consecutive frames. Both maps are combined, and a threshold is used to 

extract connex components from each frames. Those connex components are 

then analyzed in order to regroup them or reject them as plausible wood 

blocks. This algorithm is detailed in [1]. 

[1]Object Detection in Dynamic Background, Imtiaz Ali, Thèse de l’université de 

Lyon, 2012 

 

Seven video segments (total duration of 36 minutes) were used to develop the 

algorithm to detect and count wood objects on the surface of the river.  This 

algorithm was developed by breaking the larger problem into three tasks: 1) 

detection and recognition of objects on water surface (image segmentation); 2) 

agglomeration of objects in close proximity into a single object; and 3) 

distinction between wood and other types of objects such as water waves (Ali 

and Tougne 2009)(Figure 8).  
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Figure 8 Image analysis procedure for identification of floating wood from video imagery. 

 

Histogram thresholding is among the most popular techniques for identifying 

objects (segmentation) in gray-level images (Fu and Mui 1981, Pal and Pal 

1993).  Using this technique, histograms of the gray-level image intensity are 

calculated and regions with similar values are identified as objects or regions 

within the image.  The Fisher linear discriminate technique, a standard method 

used in statistics for data clustering and pattern recognition, was applied to 

distinguish intensity clusters and obtain a intensity mask (MI) of objects or 

regions in each image frame (Haralick and Shapiro 1985, Jain et al. 1995).  

This technique produced very good segmentation of images and identification of 

regions in the absence of direct sunshine (Example 1, Figure 9b) but was 

compromised by shadows on the water surface (Example 2, Figure 9b).  In 

addition, water waves frequently had similar intensity values to wood, resulting 

in classification errors. 

Due to possible errors associated with histogram thresholding, it was necessary 

to integrate spatial features of the image with spectral features.  For this 

reason, images were also analysed using an edge-detection algorithm in which 

the local gradients in image-intensity values were used to define boundaries 

between regions within the image (Chapron 1997, Zugaj and Lattuati 1998, 

Zhao 2008).  The resulting image is called a gradient mask (MG) and is 
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obtained for each image frame (Figure 9c).  The advantage of a gradient mask 

is that it can be used to detect objects even when illumination is not constant 

over the entire image due to shadows from trees and the bridge.   However, 

due to the roughness of the water surface, both water waves and wood have 

strong gradients in intensity values, and a large number of false detections 

occur if this method is used exclusively. 

To reduce the number of false detections, an additional mask was calculated 

from the temporal difference between two consecutive frames (df).  This mask 

was applied based on the principle that wood will be present in consecutive 

video frames while the majority of water waves will be stationary or dispersed 

between images.  A final segmented image was calculated from the intersection 

of the intensity mask (MI), the gradient mask (MG), and temporal inter-frame 

difference (df). This final image is a binary matrix that identifies all detected 

objects within the frame (Figure 9d).  
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Figure 9 Image segmentation steps involved in floating wood identification procedure for a 

small object in shadows (Example 1) and a larger object in sunlight: a) original images, b) 

intensity masks, c) gradient masks, and d) resulting combinations of all segmentations. 

 

An additional problem from the image segmentation procedure is that not all of 

the detected objects are distinct.  For example, a single wood object can be 

made of a number of parts such as roots and branches.  Part of the trunk may 

be submerged, resulting in the appearance of distinct objects.  In addition, the 

size and shape of wood objects can change from one frame to the next due to 

water waves and the motion of the wood.  Multiple objects identified in the 

image segmentation must be grouped together to match real objects and avoid 

false detections.  This was accomplished by calculating the distances between 

all object centroids in an image and grouping close objects and calculating their 
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‘meta-centroid’ based on a criterion for the minimum distance between 

centroids. 

Despite the use of the temporal difference mask to reduce false detections, a 

number of water waves were present and in motion for consecutive frames.  To 

distinguish between wood and water waves it was necessary to utilize some 

additional property of the wood.  Given that water travels from left to right in 

the image frame, it was reasoned that wood must also travel in the same 

direction while the direction of wave propagation will be more random and 

would tend to disappear over time. To track the movements of objects, their 

meta-centroids were represented at each time step in a summary image.  A 

multi-segment vector was formed in the summary image due to the movement 

of objects in a series of frames.  The algorithm distinguished wood objects as 

those for which the meta-centroids were present in a number of consecutive 

images and moved continuously from left to right.  Parameters were tested for 

different type lighting situations and different length of wood objects.  It was 

determined that the optimum number of consecutive images to distinguish 

wood objects from waves was five images, or a total time of 1 second for the 

video recording at 5 Hz. 

A first comparison of the number of detected wood (Nd) to the number of wood 

pieces identified from the manual analysis of the video (N) show that there is 

an approximately 90% agreement between the two methods. An additional 8% 

of wood pieces were detected with the algorithm but were not counted because 

they were not present for five consecutive frames in the video. Some floating 

wood pieces sometimes disappear for one or two frames as they bob slightly at 

the surface or momentarily reflect the light. Such types of wood pieces are 

difficult to count accurately using the current method. Acomparison of the 

number of missed detections of wood (Nmd) and the number of false detections 

of wood (Nfd) shows that these errors are in the range of 10 to 15% (Table 3 

Quantitative evaluation of proposed algorithm comparing the number visually 

detected wood pieces (N) to the number that were detected using the computer 
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algorithm (Nd), the number of wood pieces that were missed by the algorithm 

(Nmd), and the number of false detections made by the algorithm (Nfd).). False 

detections occur due to occasional water waves that last more than five 

consecutive frames, while missed detections occur because the intensity of 

wood pieces can be very close to that of the water. 

 

Table 3 Quantitative evaluation of proposed algorithm comparing the number visually detected 

wood pieces (N) to the number that were detected using the computer algorithm (Nd), the 

number of wood pieces that were missed by the algorithm (Nmd), and the number of false 

detections made by the algorithm (Nfd). 

Video 
Total 

frames 

Manual 

Detected 

Algorithm 

Detected 

Missed 

Detections 

False     

Detections 

  N Nd % Nmd % Nfd % 

1 650 82 78 95 4 5 5 6 

2 900 73 67 92 6 8 22 30 

3 860 21 17 81 4 19 4 19 

4 750 40 36 90 4 10 3 8 

5 550 38 29 76 9 24 1 3 

6 800 28 26 93 2 7 8 29 

7 880 36 33 92 3 8 7 19 

Total 5390 318 286 90 32 10 50 16 
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3  Suitability of wood monitoring methods 

Table 4 presents a classification in terms of suitability of wood monitoring 

devices concerning specific parameters. The point classification is as follows: 

 highly suited for measuring this parameter 

 suited for measuring this parameter 

 partially suited for measuring this parameter 

 not suited for measuring this parameter 

 
Table 4: Suitability of wood monitoring devices concerning specific parameters  
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